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PREFACE

The materials in this publidatian tell about "Project Priority" and "Project
Priority Occupational: Rupbasis", involving two years of exciting activities
during 1974-76 at the TWo-Year College Development Center. Prior to the
beginning of the project, staff members at the Center decided to find out all
they could about cognitive style, about what researchers across the country
have learned as to its nature and potential usefulness, and then to enlist
the cooperation of New York community colleges for applied studies dpaling
with cognitive style.

We felt that this uniNersity-base and field-oriented Center, with its aission to
provide staff development help to two-year college personnel could make an
important contribution in this area for our community colleges. Fortunately,
the arceauofiLkao-Year College Programs of the New York State Education Department
agreed strongiy with this judgemert after reviewing grant proposals for both
years, and provided support through ESE& and VEA funds.

These reports illustrate the "fruits" of this major staff development effor::.
When Project Priority beganythe participating counselors and faculty had little
knowledge of what cognitive style was and even less idea as to its applicability
to the community college. The first year of the project wes designed and
presented with the intent that the applicability of this concept would be
explored in the community college. The 23 participating teams designed their
own projects to assess for themselves whether sudn a project was both
practical and valuable. The reports presented here represent the extensive
efforts of those individuals and colleges uto saw exciting implications for
this concept and were willing Lo invest time and efforts toward the utilization
of cognitive style for the improvement of instruction. While all the questions
regarding the use of cognitive style are far fram answered these reports do
suggest important trends and directions. They also illustrate the impact of
staff development on a group of colleges. A critical component of the success
of the project is, of cuarse, the excellent work and effort carried out by
busy faculty members and counselors in these two-year colleges.

Willian A. Robbins
Director -

TWo-Year College Development Center
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Chapter I

Introduction

The reports presented here were prepared by two-year college faculty and

counselors who participated in a two year Cognitive Style project designed and

sponsored by the Two-Year College Development Center. This projedt became known

as Project Priority. WIln participants began with the project in the fall of 1974

they had little CT no idea wbat cognitive style was or what implications it uight

have for the two-year college student. In January of 1976 a group of them met to

review what had been learned in-the first year and to suggest the focus the pi-cject

should take. Out of that meeting came a list of Ctiticat. Que6tion4 regarding the

implications of cognitive style. Although the original list was over thirty, four

were identified as having the most potential impact.. These questions and the

participants' attempts to find some of the answers form the basis of this report.

No one involved in the project claims that the answers have been found. In

some eAses more questicilS' than answers have been generated However, the individuals

involved have learned a great deal about the use of cognitive style information and

the process of attempting to systematically study that use. It is hoped that these

learnings will be helpful to others interested in cognitive style. It is also hoped

that whateverthe statistics show, faculty and students have benefited from these

efforts.

Several clarifications are in order regarding these projects. None of the

participants regard themselves as researchers, yet all were involved in researdh.

It is possible that the lack of results 4:n some cases is reflective of design prob-

lems. It is also possible that the small number of students involved in some studies

severly limit the findings. In all cases the results are regarded as tenative.

There value lies, not in what they show but in the implications they suggest. It

should also be noted that participants operated under other constra±nts. Inmost
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cases the time available from design to final report was approximately two and a

half months. All work was done in addition to full teaching or counseling respon-

sibilities. All costs, although generally limited, were borne by the college not

the project. Some projectswere completed by teams, others by individuals.

For those unfamiliar with either cognitive style or Project Priority a brief

introduction to both is provided:

Cognitive Style

Cognitive s4les reflect individual differences in information processing.

According to klssick (70) , they. are "unconscious habits that represent an individual's

typical modes of perceiving, thinking, remembering, and problem solving." They are

typical ways of processing information, regardless of whether that information has

its primary sources in the world outside or within the individual. As Witkin (74)

n66s, the term cognitive can be misleading since they are mEnifestations in the

cognitive domain of still broader dimensions of functioning that cut across other

psychological domains, including personality and social behavior. Ausubel (68)

sees them as both thdivid4ia1 differences in cognitive organization .nd various self-

consistent personal tendencies that are not reflective of human cognitive functioning

in ,general. Witkin makes the point that they are actually broad personal styles

of information processing.

Although the exact wording of definitions of cognitive style nay vary among

researchers, all definitions stress individual differences in information processing.

Certain other characteristics of style are generally agreed on by researchers in

the field. An individual's style, for example, generally tends to stabilize in early

adolescence. Thus cognitive styles are generally regarded as "stable, relatively

enduring self-consistencies in the manner or form of cognitice (Messick 70). However,

not everyone has a dominant cognitive style on all dimensions of style. Since styles

are bi-polar in nature, the individual who has a particular style on any dimension



will fall at one end or the other of the continuum. Cognitive styles are, as is

reflected in Nessick's definition, generally regarded as mnconscious habits. They

are spontaneous, unplanned responses to a given situation. As such, they should be

distinguished from strategies whidh are conscious, planLAad responses, responses

that an individual has learned to use in a particular situation. It is lahen an

individual is confronted with a ,new or ambiguous situation that his style will tend

to dominate. It is also important to note that styles, unlike many cognitive and

personality factors can'he assessed by_non-verbal, perceptual neans.

Witkin, Messick and Kogan all stress the importance of distinguishing cognitive

styles fram abilities. Kogan (71) notes a difference in emphasis between the two.
4

"Abilities concern level of skill - the ncre and less of performance - whereas

cognitive styles give greater weight to the manner and form of cognition."

Witkin (75) states simply that style "appears to be more related to the 'how' than

'Lc the 'hcw much' of cognitive functioning".

Different cognitive styles have developed both fram psychological research

and fran practitioners interested in individual differences. A, variety of cognitive

styles have been identified in the psychological literature. Nessidk (70) lists

and describes nine cognitive styles which have been the object of systematic

theoretical and empirical examination. These nine appear to be the most solidly

established in psychological research. In addition to the nine identified by

Messick, Kogan (71) has researched a dimension known as risk-taking vs. caustiousness.

"The dimension refers to individual differences in choice of 'high payoff-low

probability' options." Although eadh of these dimensions were identified and

researched by different researchers, they share certain common characteristics. All

dimensions originatedthroughpsychological research. They are all bi-polar in nature,

and each bi-polar dimension represents individual differences in information processing



habits or modes. Not all individuals have a particular style on @arh of these

style dimensions. HoweNier, those UtIO do have a dominant style, who fall at one

end or the other of the continuum of a particular dimension, will process information

differently from someone at the other end of the continuum. These styles tend to

be stable over time and the "value" of having any particular style is dependent

upon the situation.

Maenney and associates atthe Harvard Graduate School of Business developed a

model of cognitive style which has its origins in the works of Brunner and Witkin.

The basic premise of the model is that the world imposes high quantities of data

on the individual and that ift response, the individual selects and uses only part

of that data ds "information" (gelson 74). Rather than being bi-polar, this model

includes two dimensions affecting different aspects of information processing:

information ga(zhering and information evaluation. The information gathering aspect

is the perceptual process by-which the mind organizes and codes the wide variety of

visual and auditory stimuli it encounters. Individuals may be either perceptive or

receptive inthis process. The information evaluation dimension relates to problem

solving and reflects differences between a systematic and an intuitive approach.

Those ufio have a dominant style on this model are said to have information processing

space which delineates the extent to which they tend to use each of the four modes.

Initial research with this model was with business school students.

The cognitive styles used in assessing the Critical Questions were field

dependence-independence, reflective-impulsive, and the McKenney model.

1/.1:21StiLl-oritY

In July of 1974 the TWo-Year College Development Center began a project to

provide cognitive style information to faculty, counselors and administrators in

two year colleges in New York. The primary objective of that project was to explore

the applicability of such information to two year college programming



The first year of the project was funded under Title III. TWenty-one.two-year

colleges, public and private, including community colleges, Agricultural & Technical

Collegos and Educational Opportunity Centers participated in the project, as did a

sraff team from the Chancellor's office of the Virginia Community College System.

The objective of the first year of the project was to provide-cognitive style

information and to evaluate the applicability of that ,information for two-year

colleges.

-The project included four sequences. Tbe first sequence involved Center staff

in identifying information and personnel who could contribute to the project. In

coordination with the project's continuing consultant, K. Patricia Cross, a seminar

was held to discuss current research an cognitive style and its implications for

community colleges. Attending this seminar besides project staff, ware leading

researchers in cognitive style.

Information from the seminar was providedto project participants and used as a

basis for the second phase of the project, a New York colloquium. The colloquium

was designed to introduce cognitive style to leaders in New York State two-year

colleges and related agencies. Colloquium participants developed a list of concerns

and recommendations for New York State two-year colleges based on an analysis of

information obtained at the seminar.

The third and major sequence of the project included four workshcpsfor project

team members fram the twenty-one participating colleges. The first workshop,

Recognition, was designed to introduce the concept and to consider the possible

implications of cognitive styles for the community college. The second mrkshop,

Assessment, provided participants with the opportunity to use a variety of tests,

and introduced other assessment methods. Implementation, the third in the series

focused on the variety of ways cognitive style information might be used on campus
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and provided a "learning lab" of cognitive style materials. The final workshop,

Evaluation, uus designed to assist college teams in planning a project for their

campus.- Through these campus projects participants uere able to use the information

and materials presented at the workshop to explore the applicability of this information

for their own campuses.

Campis projects were generally of two types: testing students to determine

cognitive style information or planning faculty workshops to introduce this infor-
;

matiorito others at the college. Results of these projects were reported in-the final

sequence of the project, the summary activity. In addition to presenting the results

of their projects, participants discusssd the directions they felt worked with cognitive

style should take in the future and the support they felt was necessary to continue

their projects.

For 1975-76 project staff designed a grant proposal for VEA funding which would

involve other college personnel and assist college teams in applying this information

to vocational programs on their campuses. Although funding was not available until

the second semester, eleven of the original twenty-one colleges were able to continue

with the project. The objectives for Project Priority: Occupational Emphasis were:

1. Tb strengthen cognitive style knowledge and application information of

participants.

2. Tb focus the application of cognitive style information to specific occupational

instruction and counseling; needs of participating colleges.

3. Tb summarize current information on cognitive style application procedures as

related to occupational counseling and instructional programs in the community

4. Tb develop and disseminate materials which will assist in the implementation

of cognitive style information in the cammunity.college.

Working with the project staff-on the 1976 project were team leaders and members

from the first year of the project serving as consultants for college teams. These

Campus consultants with the project staff identified four questions regarding the

application of cognitive style information which they felt were crucial to the two-

10



year wllege.

1. Does a program in cognitive style information for students improve learning
performance?

2. Is there a relationship between students' cognitive styles and their performance
on written assignments?

3. Is there an inverse relationShip between mismatching of cognitive style and
rerformance in occupational curriculums?

4. Is cognitive style a determinant in the type of materials students select in
a learning laboratory?

The first activity of the project, the. workshop, was designed to focus on these

question.9, through the presentation of case studies in these four areas. The case

studieE were designed by the campus consultants and with necessary modifications could

be used in a variety of program areas Workshop participants were encouraged to

adopt one of the cases for their campus or to develop one of their own, Assistance

in implementing a "case" will be provided to eadh college during the consultant

visitation phase of the project. The results of all rase studies were reported to

the Center so that all available information could be summarized and made available

to all participating colleges.

The final activity of the project was a three day Summary Activity, designed to.

share information, conclusions and recammendations regarding the use of cognitive

style information in the two-year oollege.

This report is organized around the Critical Questions Chapters II - V contain

the reports on projects designed to investigate the four questions identified in

January. Chapter VI contains the results of additional questions identified by

participants and staff. In eachafthese chapters the participants reports are included

as submitted to the Center. In some cases attached test data has been omitted

particularly where it was lengthy or when it contained student names. Chapter VI,

prepared by project staff, reports the procedures and tests used in the study. The

,final chapter, prepared by Karen Nelson, provides both summary and suggestions for

further work.

11
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Chapter II

IS COGNITIVE STYLE A DETERMINA. NT IN ME TYPE OF MATERIALS STUDENTS SELECT?

The projects reported in this chapter reflect faculty's concern with

identifying the best resources and instructional options for their students.

It was hypothesized in each study that the students' cognitive style would influence

the type of materials selected. If this were to prove true faculty would be able

to utilize cognitive styles in assisting students in selecting naterials. They

would also know something about the types of naterials selected by students of

different styles. This type of information uotild be extremely valuable in the assessment

of current options available to students. It woUld also be helpfUl iR the design'

and development of new instructional naterialS.

The three projects designed to fdcus on this question were condUcted by team

nembers at Cobleskill Agricultural & Technical College. Each worked with students

in-a different subject; accounting, English and biologY. Each focused their study

somewhat differently. Ron Bileman tested for field dependence-independence and

asked students their preferred way of learningnew material. Mbrgan Desmond,

working with students in a composition course organized according to Keller principles,

tested for field dependence-independence and systematic-intuitive. In this study

students kept a log of the materials used and their styles uere compared with the

learning nodes employed. In Chuck Merrill's project, students enrolled in a multi-

media audio-tutorial biology course.Students were identified as either showing un-

satisfactory progress an co4leting early cognitive style test results an field

dependence-independence and the McKenney model were used as one determinate in the

development of a learning prescription for students who needed a change.



CobleSkillAgridUltural & Technicil'College

Ron Hileman

FINAL REPORT OF THE CASE STUDY

Section

Hypothesis

: A student s cognitive style will determine the type of material he chooses
to use in learning if he is given freedom of choice.

: A student who is predominantly field-independent will sample significantly
fewer learning optionsthan one who is predominantly field-dependent.

Questions

Which methods of instruction were chosen by fiel&-dependent students?

Which methodS of instruction were chosen 1,20ield7independent students?.

Q3: Holinany methods were chosen by students who were predOminantly field-dependent?

How many methods were chosen by students who were predominantly field-independent

: How many students who are predominantly fielddependent met with their in-
structor?

: How many students who are predominantly field-independeni met with their
.instructor?

13
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Section II

,The population for this study consisted of 32 Principles of Accounting II students
at Cobleskill Agricultural and Technical College. All of the students were major-
ing in business. There were twelve business administration majors, six data pro-
cessing, thirteen accounting, and one secretarial science major. All except the
secretarial science student were freshmen.

Procedures

Each student was given the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) in order to measure
their degree of Field Independence. Also, each was given a preference question-
nairewhichwas designed to identify their preferred way of learning new material.
The questionnairewasa forced choice !nstrument that dealt with four ways of
learning new material: textbooks, sound filmstrips, their instructor, and stu-
dent tutors. (See Appendix A.)

'To start the case study, each student was given an assignment sheet for a new
topic in Principles of Accounting II. The topic chosen for the case study was
Cost Accumulation Systems. The assignment sheet also listed alternate resources
available for learning the material, completing the assignments, and meeting the
objectives for the topic. All requirements for class attendance Were removed
and the student was told he was completely free to choose whichever resources
he desired to learn the material from and meet the objectives. They were told
.they would be tested on the topic at the end of a ten-day period. Following
the test on the topic, each student was asked to fill in a reaction form. The
form was designed to find out which resources each student used, which one was
their primary resource, and what was their general opinion of the case study.

For purposes of analyzing the data,students were grouped according to their scores
.on the GEFT. Those with high scores (13-18) formed one group and were designated
predominantly field-independent. Those with low scores (0-6) formed a second
group and were designated predominantly field-dependent. The middle group, with
scores from 7-12, were not used in the analysis for testing the hypothesis. The
middle group was included in t:se deScriptive statistics.

Limiting Factors

Because some of the learning resources (options) used in this case study had
never been used by some of the students; it is possible that they did not view
these options as viable choices.

It is also possible that some of the students did not really understand.the in-
tent of the case study. The fact that, for the duration of the case study, the
teachrr did not meet with them in the classroom was interpreted by same as an
indication that the teacher did not want to see them.

Both of these factors probably caused a bias in the data collected.

14



Results of Data

Section III

TABLE I

: This table shows a breakdown of the population by major, sex, and scores on the
GEFT.

GEFT

Field-Dependent

In-Betweens

Field-Independent

(0-6)

(7-12)

(13-14)

MAJOR-SEX
BA

M 1 F
DP

M F
SS

M F
A

M J F
%

2

1

3.

2

3

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

5

4

21%

47%

32%

TOTALS

i

1

6 1 6

I

3 3

4

0 1". 3 110

It can be seen that two majors were represented in greater proportion than the_ - _
other two; (business administration and accounting). Females outnumbered males
almost two to one. The breakdown of scores on the GEFT shows a higher propor-
tion of field-dependents and in-betweens. However, in the comparison of field-
dependents (F/D) to field-independents (F/I), the population shows ahigher pro-
portion of F/I.
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TABLE II

This table r"-..:47s how the students responded on the forced-choice preference
questionnaire when asked to rate four ways of learning material. Results are
reported only for the F/I and F/D groups.

First Choice Fourth

t

%

Choice
F/D

No. %

F/I
No. 4 %

F/D
No. 1 %

WI
No.

A. Read it from a text

B. View a sound-filmstrip

C. Discuss it with a
student tutor

D. Discuss it with my
teacher

5

2

1

2

50%

20%

10%

20%

4

3

57%

43%

5

5

507.

50%

2

4

1

29%

57%

14%

10

1

I

1

1
t

7 I

1

I

10 1

t

7 1

It can be seen that the F/I group was more definite about their last choice while
the F/D group was more definite about their first choice.

Forced to choose, fifty percent of the
textbook while all of the choices were
cumstances, fifty-seven percent of F/D
interestingly, none of them picked the
Consistent with the characteristics of
structor.

F/I students said they would prefer the
picked at least once. Under the same cir-
students also chose the teXtbook, but
sound-filmstrip or the student tutor.
a. F/D person, more of them picked the in-

For their last choice, both groups were about the same in picking the sound-
filmstrip and the student tutor.
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TABLE III

This table shows that if the in-between group (7-12) is included in the descrip-
tion of their reactions to numblr six on the forced-choice preference question-
naire, the picture does not change proportionately.

FIRST CHOICE

F/I
No.

& F/D
%

In-Betweens
No. %

Total Population
. 1 %NoI

A. Read it from a text 9 53% 8 58% 17 55%

B. View a sound-filmstrip 2 12% 3 21% 5 16%

C. Discuss it with a
student tutor 1 6% 0 0% 1 3%

D. Discuss it with my
teacher 5 29% 3 21% 8 26%

1

17 1 100% *14 M0% *31 1 100%

FOURTH CHOICE

F/I & F/D In-Betweens Total Population
No. % No. % No. %

A. Read it from a text 0 0% 2 14% 2 7%

B. View a sound-filmstrip 7 41% 2 14% 9 29%

C. Discuss it with a
student tutor 9 537. 10 72% 19 61%

D. Discuss it with my
teacher 1 6; 0 0% 1 3%

1

1

17 1100%
1

1

1

*14 ;100% *31 100%

17



TABLE IV

This table reports the students responses to items 1 thru 5 on the forced-choice
preference questionnaire for the F/I and F/D groups. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Test* was used to test the goodness of fit. It was used as a substitute for the
Chi Square Test because of the small N. The table also reporta the results of
this test.

F/D F/I
Kolmogorov-
Smirnov Test

CHOICES (A) (B) (A) (B) X2 Sign at
ITEM N . % N . % N . I % No. % .01 level

#1 5 71% 2 29% 8 80% 2 20% .13 No

#2 7 100% 0 0% 7 70% 3 30% 1.48 No

#3 4 57% 3 43% 3 30% 7 70% 1.20 No

#4 5 71% 2 29% 8 80% 2 20% .13 No

#5 7 100% 0 0% 7 70% 3 30% 1.48 No

On the basis of this data, it is necessary to reject H1. There is no evidence
to support the hypothesis that, in this case study, the student's cognitive
style determined the type of learning resource he would prefer to use in learn-
ing the material.

*Seigel, Sidney; Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences;
McGraw-Hill Book Company; 1956. PP.127-136.
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TABLES V AND VI

These tables show the resources the students actually chose to usu in learning
material during the case study.

Resources Resources
No. of

Students,

F/I
Used

%

Primary Source
No. of

Students °

.Resources
No, of

Students

F/D
Used

'

%

Primary SOurce
No. of

Students 0

Instructor 3 30% 3 43%

Stu. Tutor 3 30% 3 43% 1 14%

Textbook 10 100% 8 80% 7 100% 3 43%

Programmed
Text 7 70% 4 57% 2 29%

P
, .

Filmstrip 8 80% 2 20%
1

4 57% 1 14%

N=10 10 N=7

Number of
Resources Chosen Number of Students and Percent Weighted Average

F/I F/D F/I 1 F/D

0% 0 0%

4 40% 2 29%

3 3 30% 3 42% 9

4 2 209 2 29%

5 1 10% 0 0% 5

TOTAL 10 100% 7 100% 30 21

+10=3.0 +7=3.0

19
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It can be seen from these tables that both groups tried all of the options avail-
able. Table V shows that, proportionately, the groups chose resources inabout
the same. manner, while Table VI shows that the groups average exactly the same
number of choices. Therefore, H2 is rejected. For this case study, there was
no difference between the groups in the number of types of learning resources
chosen.

It is interesting to note in Table V that the F/D group was quite a bit more di-
versified in choosing a primary resource than was the F/I group.

Section IV

Conclusions

1. F/I students selected all four options (text, filmstrip, teacher, and tutor)
as their first choice on the forced-choice preference questionnaire. (Table II)

2. Field-dependent students selected only two of the four choices (text and
teacher) as their first choice on the forced-choice preference questionnaire.
(Table II)

3. F/D students, as a group, chose all five of the resource options available
to them in the case study. (Table V)

4. F/I students, as a group, chose all five of the resource options available
to them in the case study. (Table V)

5. Three out of the seven F/D students (43%) chose to meet with their instructor
while working on the case study. (Table V)

6. Three out of the ten F/I students (30%) chose to meet with their instructor
while working on the case study. (Table V)

7. There is no evidence to support the hypothesis that, in this case study, the
student's cognitive style determined the type of learning resource he would
prefer to use in learning the material. (Table IV)

8. For this case study, there was no difference between the groups in the num-
ber of types of learning resources chosen. (Table VI)

9. In a forced-choice situation, the F/D group was more definite about their
first choice of learning resources while the F/I group was more definite
about what their last choice would be. (Table II)
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:APPENDDC A PROJECT'PAZORITY-PHASE II
Case Study

PreZz:rence Questionnaire:

NAME:

Directions% Circle the leiter (a or b) in the response which is most
thical of you. You must select one answer to each restion.

I. When I have a certain amount of new material to become familiar with:
a) I prefer tmead the material.
b) I prefer to hear the materiai from a recording.

2. I find it helpful, when learning material to:'
a) have my teacher explain it to me.
b) have another student explain it to me.

3. I prefer to learn material:
a) by myself.
b) with others.

4. If I want to as'c a question of my teacher about the material, I'm learning

a) prefer to do it in class.
b) prefer to do it in his/her office.

5. When I have to learn some new material I prefer to:
a) read it-from a text.
b) read it from a screen.

Please rank each of these choices from 1 (1st choice) to 4 (last choice).

6. When I have new material to learn, I prefer to:
a) read it fram a text.
b) view a eound-filmetrip.
c) discuss it with a student tutor.
d) discuss it with my teacher.

21



APPEZIDDC B

Bk.,102

NAME:

18

In studying for Topic G I used the following resources: (please check
the one(s) that apply to you)

:My Instructor

Student Tutors

Textbooks

The Programmed Text

Film Strips

REACTIONS AND COMMENTS: (Please tell me ufiat you thought of this experiment)

22



Questions:

Population:
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PROJECT PRIORITY-4CCUPATION EMPHASIS

Morgan Desmond
State University of New York

Agricultural and Technical College
Cobleskill, New York

Instructional materials can be categorized by the cognitive
style which they serve. Cognitive style is a determinant in
the mode of instruction selected by the individual student.

Selected freshman composition students. Most of these students
rank near the 85th percentile of their class at Cobleskill in
their score on the verbal section of the NYS Regents Scholar-
ship examination. (Selectivity in the sample is irvelevant
to the purpose of the study, but inevitable because of ex-
trinsic circumstances.)

Cognitive Styles: Global-articulate. Systematic-intuitive.

Tests used: Group Embedded Figures Test, Following Directions,
Scrambled Words.

Format for Study: The students being studied are enrolled in a course which is
organized according to Keller principles: students master
discrete basic riting skills sequentially by reading theoretical
explanations and following practical directions in the textbook,
then obtaining evaluation of their work and further (or reiterated)
explanations and directions, if necessary, from the instructor in
conference. Students have been told to seek peer assistance on
an informal basis if they wish.

Postulate:

Hypotheses:

Each student will be tested for cognitive style. Students will
be asked to maintain a log -ecording learning modes employed.

At the end of the semester, student cognitive styles and uses of
learning modes will be compared.

The textbook--Janet Abbott, The Whole Thing, (Prentice-Hall,
l974)--is best suited to students with an articulate systematic
learning style.

Students with a relatively systematic learning style will show
less recourse to a learning mode other than the textbook than
will students with a relatively intuitive learning style.

Students with a relatively global learning style will show,
relative to students with a relatively articulate learning style,
a preference for social modeS of learning (associates, instructor).

2 3



Results of Data: The population is too small to draw firm conclusions. In
addition, the large deviations warrant caution (for example,
in Table A the lowest and second highest ranked consultations--
M and D -- differ by only one point in FD score).

;

However, a number of interesting trends do appear.

Hypothesii #1 When the population is ranked by sutdess oft
the Following Directions instrument (rable A), the greatest
number of consultations occurs in the.middle tercile. Thus,
the hypothesis that the systematic student would show less
recourse to a learning method other than the'texthook iS bOrne
out, but not to the lefter. The correlation is bell-curved,
not linear. (Speartan rank correlation of FD score to number
of consultations is -.05.) However, the students in the bottom
tercile may have simply felt defeated or,unmotivated. (Note,
for example, that three zero text-uses occur ,in the bottom
tercile but none in the upper two terciles.) 'The Spearman
rank correlation of FD score to number of consultations for the
first two terciles is -.77.

The inverse correlation between FD score and text use in the
first two terciles seems also to indicate support for the
hypothesis (i.e., accomplishment of learning goals with fewer
text uses correlates with high FD score because of student-
textbook compatibility).

Table B, which ranks the population by success on the Scrambled
Words instrument, shows a slight rank correlation between
intuitive style and number of consultations (.23). However,
both the highest and the lowest number of consultations (1 and
7) occur in both the first and the third terciles.

Hypothesis #2. Table C ranks the population by success on the
Group Embedded Figures instrument from mosi. articulate to most
global. The rank correlation of success on the GEF to number
of consultations is -.16; for the first two terciles only it is
-.21. Thus, the data indicate only very slight and inconclusive
support for this hypothesis.

Suggestions: Repeat the study with a large enough sample size so that,students
with an identifiable style can be isolated and their learning
behavior studied.

Repeat the study with variations in text and instructor styles
studied.

Collect affective data and study correlations with CS.
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE

COBLESKILL. N. Y. 12043

Project Priority

'Campus Case Study = Interim Report submitted by Charles W. Merrill

ProfessOr, Biological Sciences

Section I

Question Does the cognitive Style of occupational students determine the
type of learning program most effectively used in a Learning'
Center?

B4Totheses:

1. Occupdtional student cognitive style is a determinate in selecting
a_learning program. p

Occupational students may'select a learning program that matches
or Mismatches their cognitive style.

Occupational Students identifiedas field dependent and impulsive.,
are most likely to mismatch cognitivy 'style and learning materials.

Occupational students identified as field. independent and intuitive
succeed vith less learning program structure.

Occupational studentdentified as iMpulsive require a highly
structured learning program if they are to succeed.;:

Occupationaljtudents° cognitive style is useful as one:predictor
of. the outcome exPected,ft*.a given learning program.

Occupational students! cognitive style is usefUl vhen diagnosing
aearning strengths and veaknesseS and Prescribing individualized
learning..



Section II
,

Population

The student population (4pprOx#atelr 207) consists:of tvo-year College
students majoring in a variety of occupatiOnal programs.(Agriculturep'
Business, Food Service', Nursery Education, etc.) and enrolled in a multimedia
Audio-tutOrialobiology course that utilizes a highly diversified and flexible-.,
set of learning elements that can be configured for each individual student.'.

Population A consists mainly of students identified as shoving unsatis-
factory progress by the end of Seven weeks during Fall,semester 1975Popu1a7.
tion B consists mainly of students who completed course xeiluirements early
in the semeSter (Fall 1975). Population q consists of all Students enrolled
in the course Spring semester 19/6.

Procedures

All participants completed the following tests as specified:

BILDEN FIGURES TEST - Cf - 1

Part 1., 16 IteMs:(3 pages), 10.0 minutes
Scored with a constant of 3

- .

IDENTICAL PICTURES TEST:- P-3

Part 1, 3 pages 1.5 minutes

PAPER FOLDING TEST - Vz L- 2

Part 1, 2 pages 3.0 minutes
Scored with a constant of 2

SbBAMBLED WORDS - Cv - 1

Part 1, 25 items 5.0 Minutes

All tests were scored with accompanying scoring directions. Constants
were used as noted to avoid negative scores. The mean and standard deviation
was determined for each population and the following "labels" were assigned:

Hidden figures

Field dependent (scOre equal to or less than M - 1 s.d.)
Field independent (score equal to or more than 14 1 s.d.d



Identical pictures

Reflective (score = 0 or 1 error)
Impulsive (score = 2 or more errors

Paper folding

-

Systematic (score equal to or more than M + 1 s.d.)
Intuitive (score equal to or less than 11 - 1 s.d.)

Scrambled words

Systematic (score equal to or less than M- 1 s.d.)
Intuitive (score equal to or more than M + 1 s.d.)

Individual students selected a learning:program from one of several
learning configuration "sets" aliallable:-in the-Learning Center and their
program was monitored regularly by the Course manager.

Individuals shaving marked success or lack Of success were regularly
interviewed And their individual learning prOgrams:identifiedThe cognitive
'styie.teet resultewere then used as One determinate in the develOpment;Of
learning prescription, for students vho were, diagnosed aSneadiig-a:OuiSge in
:their.learning,program. Success'of-thePreecriptiOn:yeedeterminedany:
increaseHin the learneth emcees in meeting hie/herj'coursegoale'vf:at least
minimud Cours,.; requirements.

'

Results of Data:

see attached sheets"

.Student succees indidates that the method hasmerit., plita hai-riOt4et
been analyzecl to Validate this teChnique as a predictor to"...deveioP,learming

-programe prior tO claee attendance'but fUrther efforteAlie planned. '

Section IV

Conclusions:

..Cognitive style is one determinate in the Choice:of:AA Zearningproicrtim
and is a. factor in the success of that,program forzlndividual occupationar,

:students:.

Section V

The project' will:be:continued until):Iateare analyzed and conClusions
drawn and substantiated.or until Ve give."00
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Implications

While the results of these projects don't provide definite answers to the

question they do suggest interesting implications that may merit additional study.

In reviewing their work one implication suggested by the team was that cognitive

style may be more of a determinate in learning lab perscriptions for students at

the extremes. This suggests that another approach to assessing the relationship

of student use of materials to cognitive style might be to focus which materials

are most helpful in learning. The current projects focus on the materials students

prefer or select. Often, especially if students are unfamiliar with same of the

options available, selection is a randam process. An additional focus which involved

students in the evaluation of which materials were most helpful to them and why

might yield information helpful in assisting students who are experiencing diffi-

culties in selecting appropriate materials

This question remains an important one and raises additional related questions.

Is it possible, for example, that if we assessed our currently learning options we

wuld find they were designed to be compatible with only one or two styles. If

so, what would be the key elements in the design of materials for other styles?

Does instructor style influence the selection of materials? What influence does

-the instructors style have on student success or failure in spite of learning

options? Certainly there is much important work to be done in this area.

28
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Chapter III

DOES A PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS IN CocaunvE STYLE INFORMTION IMPROVE
LEARNING PERFORMANCE?

The reports presented in this chapter illustrate the importance participants

have placed on helping students be aware of their own cognitive styles and the

effect styles can have on learning. This in part reflects a realistic appraisal

of the time and effort involved in changing or modifying instructional options.

,While faculty and researchers are busy attempting to determine wbo learns what

best which way, students can use this information to assist in their own success.

In designing projects around this question both Claudia Chiesi and Peter Idleman

focused on students with academic difficulties. Claudia Chiesi's study included

the assessment of field dependence-independence and the McKenney Model. Peter Idleman

used a forced-choice inventory he developed to assess the McKenney Model. The

North Country Community College team focused their efforts on students in a PSI

psychology class. The systematic nature of the content of the course seemed to

lend itself perfectly to information obtained from the systematic-intuitive

dimension of the McKenney MDdel.

Joe Taylor's report is also in this chapter. While it was designed to answer

a different question, the content of the report provides an excellent illustration

of how an instructor can use cognitive style information to assist students in their

learning. In this case the systematic-intuitive dimension was used with freshman

composition students.

29



SECTION I

26

State itiverSity of New Ybrk at Buffalo

Educational Opportunity Center at Buffalo

Project Report
Claudia Chiesi

Question 1: Students who receive cursory information about their cognitive styles

show no significant or measureable upgrading in their acadAmic performances.

Question 2: Students who receive information about their cognitive styles and also

the information on cognitive strategies along with their instructors perform better

academically.

SECTION II

The first part of the project centers on five vocational/technical (occupational)

areas of training at the SUNYAB Educational Opportunity Center. The five areas

were chosen by agreement with instructors wbo were willing and able to devote at

least two time periods exclusively to the testing batteries and to the reporting of

test results. Students were given the option of not participating without academic

penalty.

The tests used were: Group &bedded Figures; Scrambled Wbrds, Identical Pictures,

Fbllowing Directions, Road Signs and the adapted version of the Mhria College

Inventory.

The project attempted to relate the GEF test to Field Independent and Field Dependent

dimensions and the remaining tests related to the MicKenney Mbdel.

In part I, 58 students and 1 instructorl were tested and the results of those tests

were presented to them. Each of the five classes todk one class period of an hour

and ten minutes to administer the tests and a second class period one week later for

the reporting of the results of the tests. The admininstration and reporting of the

tests and their attendant results were done by the team leader. Scoring was done by

two team members and an EOC secretary assigned to the team leader's unit.

1 Instructors froth the other four training areas,had been tested previously as team
:meMbers in workshops or in mini-workshops held at the EOC. There was no need to
repeat their assessment instruments, at this time.

30
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SECTION II cont.

The test were given during the first and second weeks of April, 1976 and the

results were returned correspondingly during the second and third weeks of

April, 1976.

In May, 1976, during the week of May 5-12, instructors delivered appropriate

class grades which had been recorded before and after the orientation/testing and

the result/reporting sessions.

Of the number tested, there were 14 males, 42 females, the average age was 27.5

and all students had to qualify as economically and/or educationally disadvantaged

in order, to be a part of the EOC porgrams generally. 347 of those students tested

had a high school diploma, 237 had one to two years of work experience, 27 had an

identifiabie language problem which they asked to have noted (see data sheets),

97 had no high school diploma, 237, had same post high school academic experience.

The female instructor holds the B.S. degree and has fifteen years of work experience,

and 7% of the students had work experience only before their EOC program.

Part II of our project included the consultation visit by Dr. Nancy Boddick which

uould do two things. Firstly, it would reinforce cognitive style and strategy

information to a particular group of students identified for purposes of question

2; and, secondly, Dr. Boddick would present a mini-historical review and update

for same staff members at the EOC who had been on the fringes of the project since

October, 1974 but, who would have liked to hear more about what uas happening from

"an expert". Part II uas successful in that students attended the presentation and

the limited attendance an the part of the fringe-staff was not controllable.

Part III of the EOC 1976 project uus to spread out into other institutions with

the news of Project Priority and what the cognitive style novemmt hoped to do

with community colleges and EOCS and some of what its hopes were for the future

to expand nationwide. In line withthat, the team leader approached the class in

Communications Media at Medaille College, a private four year institution. The

instructor granted his permission and participated actively by taking and reviewing

the assessment instruments with the class and then seeking avenues in which styles

and strategies might be helpful to his students.
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SECTION II cont,

Secondly, the team leader approached a professor at the State University of New York

at Buffalo wbose graduate class was reviewing the different innovative techniques,

theories and/or thinking of same.educators. Be welcomed a two part presentation

similar tp the Medaille College presentation that included a brief historical

overview, questions and answers, distribution of the bibliography compiled by

Tay Martens, administration of the assessment instruments, a week off to score and

review the tests and then another class period to present the results of the tests,

answer more questions, give out names of books and literature and the persons from

Project Priority wbo may be able to give better direction to those interested in

pursuing the idea. The SUNYAB professor actively participated with the class members

in both presentation and review periods.

Pert III of the ECC project is recorded with scores on attadhed pages. It Tems not

an attempt to draw any conclusions since we did not ask any questions. It was an

opportunity for an exploratory project and basically it worked as it was intended.

The scores arerecorded for the Project Priority staff interest.

SECTION III

Results of the data showed that of the 14 students in the Dental Assisting Program

in Group I, 7 students answering the Question no. 1, only 1 had higher grades and

6 received lower grades. In Group II, 7 students answering Questian no.2 3 Showed

improved grades, 3 stayed the same and 1 droOped lower.

IntheKeyptandh program, 5 students were given the assessment instruments. 3 of

than dropped out of the course. The other 2 maintained grades that -were the same

before and after the information, testing and review sessions.

In the Clinical Laboratory program, 11 students were tested and 1 instructor. Of

the 11 students, 6 answered Question no. 1 and 5 answered Question no. 2. In Group

I, of the six students, 1 dropped out of the program and there were no available

post scores, 4 students maintained the same grades before and after and 1 student

improved her grades. In Group II, 5 students were identified, 1 dropped out of

the program and there were no available post scores, 1 student maintained the same

grades and 3 students received lower grades.
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ISECTION III cont.

In the Secretarial Science program, 9 students were assessed. In Group I for

otipgtion no. 1, there were 5 students. Of that 5, 3 maintained the same grades,

1 improved her gradPs and 1 received lower grades.

In Group II for Question no. 2, there were 4 students. Ofthat 4, 2 improved their

grades, 1 received lower grades and 1 stayed the same.

In Quick Copy Media program, 19 students were assessed. Of that number, there

were 10 students in Group I answering Question no. 1, of that number, 2 students

improved their grades, 3 had incampletes for the semester, 3 maintained tke same

grades and 2 received lower grades.

In Group II for Question no. 2, there were 9 students. Of that 9, 2 had inoampletes

for the semester, 2 earned higher grades, 3 stayed the same and 2 received lower

grades.

'That is the extent to which we gathered the information and reviewed it and have

'related it here.

;1SECTION-IV.

Observations reveal no significant alteration in the performance of the students

involved on the basis of the pre and post grades. There are extenuating circum-

stances where the degree of difficulty in the program has also increased as the

semester moves ahead. Students are more anxious to plan for a new September program

and may therefore exert less energy in their present program. There is also the

point that the style and strategy business did not have the time to nature, sink in

and be developed appropriately with adequate coverage and controls to draw any

substantive conclusions from what we have reported. This final statement is the

teAm leader's opinion about the EOC 1976_project.

SECTION V

It has been suggested by a staff member at the EOC that Cognitive Style relates

mare effectively to teachers, their training anathe flexibility of their presenta-

tions, i.e. any teacher who can only lecture is not a good teacher.

3 3



The Atria College team chose the following hypothesis: A program
of cognitive style assessment, information, and academia counseling
will *prove the learning performance of freshman students doing
eubstandard academic work.

Population and Procedures

The ample for the study was drawn freer a population of students who
were identified as having academic difficulty with one or more
courses at the mid point of the spring semester. A total of 84 student°
received academic warnings indioating theli, work was borderline or
failing.

A brief written axplcetation of the study was prepared and delivered to
the students. Of the 84 student. invited to participate, 34 appeared
for the first of four voluntary SO minute sessions.

At the first meeting the purpose of the study was mclaimed and a
cognitive style inventory based on the McKenney lbdel was ackinistered.
The inventory was scored and profiles prepared by the starlents at thissession. They were told that the profile and its implications would
be eaclained to them at the next meeting.

At the second session 18 students appeared. They were broken into three
discussion groups and, with te,-,m members as leaders, were given an
overview of cognitive style--ite definition uses and implications.
Further, each student's profile was e:clained and some causal relationehips
were initiated regarding the student's etyle and the source of hie or
her academic difficulty.

During this two week period all faculty meagre who taught subjects in
which the warnings were issued conpleted the McKenney Model inventory
and had profiles prepared. It was originally intended that the
instructor's style might give aome clue to the &nave of the students
problems. (As it developed, lack of time and lack of a Ally developed
strategy for using the instructors' profiles precluded implowntation
of this aspect of the plan. )
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Again far the third meeting, the same 16 students appeared. They
were divided into two groups and a discussion led by two team
members dealt with the specifics of applying cognitive style
strategies and techniques far specifio courses as they were taught
hare at Maria. In this session students were given individual
prescriptive counseling and some analysis was made of papers and
tests.

The fourth meeting was scheduled following a Wo ueek break to give
students time to digest and adopt the information and technique
disseminated during the first three sessions. The purpose of the
faurth session was to informally inventory the students for the
impact and effectiveness of the cognitive style program on their
academic work. lt was intended that the students would be able to
specifically relate how they used the information and toulerstandinge
which they had acquired to constructively deal with the courses in
which they were having difficulty. Unfortunately this last meeting
U48 scheduled inmediately prior to the final ezamixation period and
this circumstance, abetted by a hot, satry afternoon, probably was
the cause of only too students appearing jar the final meeting.

SECTION III

Results of the Data

A table reporting the data is attached. Among the 26 students who
received the treatment there were 17 subjects in which a D or I' grade
might have been predicted far an end le course grade. The final
grades in the various subjects, however; were:

A-2, 3-2, C-I3, D-9, F-2, W-2. A-B-C grades totaled 16 which
is encouraging based on what might have been predicted at mid-term.

While the dominent cognitive style appears to be Aeceptive-Systematic
this is probably consistent with the general studentpopulation of the
college. This is an untested hypothesis and no implications are
suggested here.

The overall (two or more semesters) cumulative average of the student
subjecte is reported but these data do not appear to suggest tenable
conclusions.

SECTION IV

Cone '1usZons

It would be risky to conclude that the treatment given the subjects
did assist them significantly to raise their grades. One obvious
reason is that the classic. controlexperimental grouping and treatment

35
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was not built into this study. Further, there were a great variety
of reasons why the students were doing borderline or failing work.These ranged from (admitted) personality conflicts to (probable)
reading deficiencies to (ascribed) sheer laziness. It was intendedthat the fourth and final session would elicit from the students bothconcrete and subjective information on the impact of the treatment.Unfortunately these data were not obtained due to the limited attendance.

It must be reported, however, that the general impression given by the16 students ?Ito did appear for at least three sessions was one ofinterest ond enthusiasm.

An extensive, carefully designed r)roject allowing ample time woukt
probabZy be well received by students and provide substantive datareZative to the effect of a program of cognitive style information.It might be suggested that in such a project both structure and studentnvtivation be build in thus insuring complete and useable returns.

=TIM V

Suggestions for Future Projects

Aside from providing for motivation and structure for the studentparticipants, one general suggestion that comes out of the MariaCollege stuali is the realization that extenaive, sound, professionallydeveloped nizteriaZa need to he developed for use by busy faculty memberswho have neither the time nor expertiee to develop such a program and=aerials. If there is to be consisi.ent usable data obtained forrefinement and extension of the "cognitive styles" approach, thosecolleges who participate in such data collection and materials testingmust work Awn a tightly constructed common base; put another way, ifeach institution "does its own thing°, there is the illusion of con-etructive, purposeful activity the results of which are basically useless.
In closing, no natter what the utility of the queintatr.ve findings, theresidue from the construct of cognitive style has become a part of manyof those persons who have coma in contact with it. This, without doubt,has left these individuals ;nom sensitive, nvre accepting oysd betterskilled to deaZ with the covtexities of ideas and of men and wonen.

them 1976 Peter. J. Idleman
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PROJECT SIEVARY

AWARENESS OF COGNITIVE STYLE AND LEARNING PERFORMANCE
Edward Stodola, Bob Abdo and Don Morgan

North Country Community College

We have the basic information. We have an ides of how
it describes individualdifferences. The campui faculty
has been given an introduction to these ideas. Now,
doeS this information make a difference te those for whom
the college exists - the students?

Following from the above, We designed and conducted a
study to assess the affect of cognitive style information
on learning performance.

Question Addressed: "Does a program for students in cognitive style infor-
mation improve learning performance?"

...

The population for the study consisted of 61 stUelents
enrolled in an introductory psychology course that uses
a personalized system of instruction (PSI). The population
was randomly divided into three sub-groups:

Group A: A control group that received no
cognitive style information.

Group B: A experimental group that received
an assessment of their own cognitive
styles.

Group C: An experimental group that received
an assessment of their own cognitive
styles along with information about
cognitive strategies that are needed
for successful performance in the
class.

Two hypotheses were tested:

1. Students who receive information about their
own cognitive style perform better in au
introductory psychology class, that uses a
personalized system of instruction (PSI) than
students who do not receive such information.

2. Students who receive information about their
own cognitive style along with information
about the cognitive strategies that are
needed for successful performance in an
introductory psychology class that employs .

a personalized system of instruction, (PSI)
perform better than students who do not
receive such information.
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The tibia below shoWs final grade information for
the three grout's. This data suggests

TABLE
FINAL GRADES OBTAINED'BY

INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS
,

FINAL
GRADE

GROUP A
N = 16

,

GROUP B
N 41. 18

GROUP C
N = 16

cOMPOSITE
'N is 50

,

A 9 , 11 7 24
B 1 2 2 5

c 2 4 2 8
D 1 0 1 2

n/c 3 4 4 11

2.K G.P.A. 2.75 2.56 2.43 2.58
S.D. 1.65 1.62 1.71 1.63

1
Eleven students did not attend the class after the beginning of
the 5th week which was when the study began.

2
Based on a 4,0 system; N/C (no credit) = 0.0 grade points

the conclusion that cognitive style and strategy information reducea learning
performance. To trick the reader into an AVOidance of the devastating impli-
cations of this information, the authors offer the following quotations:

58.YEARS WITH A SLUG IN HIS LUNGS

Paris
A 79 year old former saldier

who recently comOlained to his
doctor that hd had difficulty in
breathing was found with a World
War I machine-gun bullet lodged
in his right lung, it was learned
Saturday.

Marius Warin, of Ruby Saint Lew
in northern France, was Wounded in
the first World War battle of Verdun
but for 58 years was unaware that the
bullet was still in his body.

He was captured by the Germahs
and treated for his wounds in a
German hoepital. But the French
government has refused tO pay him
a war disability pension because
he could net produce doCuments to prove
he had been wounded.

Agence France-Presse

* * *
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A SOLVED PROBLEM IS.AS
USEFUL TO A MAN'S MIND AS
A BROKEN SWORD ON A
BATTLEFIELD. - Sufi Praverb

* * *
Difficulties Encountered: The following is a list of difficUlties and limita-

tions encountered in conducting this study.

1. Adequate time was not aVailable to analyze
the data before writing this report. '

2. Final grades alone-ere not an adequate
measure of perfOiMance in a PSI coUrse.
Additional data are aVailable for.further
assessment of performance.

3. The information on cognitive style and
Cognitive strategies was not well inte-
grated into the course; it was rather
added on tO the course.

4. Because.of general faculty interest in
cognitive style, a nuMber of the students
in ail three groups'had'received exposure
to:cognitive style information prior to
this study.-.

Additional Questions: The data colleCted in this study were examined
'

further to:Seek answers to the questions vbich
follow. The results are repotted below:

1. Is there a relationshipbetween siZe of the
systematic-intuitive range and learning
performance? No.
The size of the S-I range was determined_by
totaling the-standard scores (Septiles) on
the four assessment tests-4crambled Words,'
verbal puzzles, paper foldingand'chodsing a
path. Two measure-8 were Used:to'teit for 4 .

relationship. The mean of the S7I ranges of .

students receiving AY& in the course.,:(N=14)
were compared with the Meah,S-I ranges of
students who did not coMplete thecourse (N=7).
A significant difference between these means
Was not found (XA gi 16.1,1rtic 14.6, t i= 5.97,
Af = 19), The seCand measure, a correlation of
$-1 range:and total points earned-in.the course
toward the final grade, likewise did not show
a significant relationship (r=0.10, t=0.54).

By totaling the standard sCores :to determine a
S7I range, a uni-polar measure of ability, not,
cognitive style, is suggested* If this is
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then ability, as measuredAy.the fourtestS,'
was not 4 significant deterninant OVsUCcesaful
perforiande inthedlaas..Keeping.inmindthat,
this wasPSI:claas,- thesefindings:are con-
sistent withHthe,notion',OfmasterYtlearning..
:This maYbe important because itlenda Credibility
to the 4rgumentithat inatruction b4ped Onmastery
can novebeyOnd:the'problem Of:abilitY'4ifferences.

2. Does a relationahipeXistbetWeen theSystematid-.'
intUitive:indeX gnd learning perforMance as H

measured:by total points earned:Inthe'coursel
The Systematic-IntUitive Index,:SI
deterMined by dividing theHsumlothestandard
scOres!from the two testsfor syatematicproblem
solving (paperfoldingand choosing a Pat%) bY the
sum Of the standardscorea fro* all fout:.tests,H:
the two tests: for aystematic::prOblemSOiving'plua:
two teatp: forithtuitiveprobIem polvingjVerbal
Puzzles.:and Scrambled:WOrdp).
IndeX = PF'4- CP/PF

,

a ratio Of the sumof the standard scores frOmHthe
systematic tests tOthesum OUthestandard adores
froth all fOur-testa, A high:tatio;6iiggksts:i
systematic:styleWhile a low ratiosuggests an
intuitive style.

A correlationAt,f,-0.01. waa found between indexH
and total points earned. :ThisrwasHnotsignific4nt
(T=0.54, df=27) thOugh in the direction Of indicating
that the course favored.intuitive students Slightly.
Additional information is provided bydOmparing the
grades of students with a SysteMatic Style:(SIJndeX
-7 .60 N=3) and:with the grades'Of students with an
intuitive style (Sndex k .40,, N=6). One'student
from each group did not dompletethecourse while
all of the others earned /Vs. Thpughthepe Ware
extremely small samples,the resultashoiuthat

.students with an intuitive Style can* at least as
well as students with a systematic style in 4 PSIclaSs.

-The absence Of any:indication of a relatiOnship:betWeen
style and performance in a pSI clasa contrary to the
:common notion ofmastery learning that vlewsitas
Lippropriate only for students Who are natUrally
systematic and ordered. It may be true that in:at
least some situations, masteryllearning is most
appropriate lor students who do not naturally solve
problems in an orderly sequential norther,'



A look at the cognitive style of the people who
provided the instructiOn in the PSI psychology class

: is appropriate here.: TheinstructOr has an intuitive
style and the five class proctors have a Mean:S-1

:

Index of .38 with a.range from .30 to .42. The com-
bined natural style of these six people:is therefore
intuitive. Yet, they-are providing instruction in
a mode that requires the.useof systematic strategies.
This type of mismatW,between instructor's style and
mode of instruction makbehighly desirable. The
findings reported aboVe shaved that intuitive style
Students who were misMitChed with the:PSI systematic
mode of instruction performed at least:as well as
systematic style students IAD were matchedwitkthe
systematic instruction. This is:perhaps a result of
an environment in which both the instructors and,
students were mismatched to the instructional.mode.
An assumption that is made here is that PSI is'
essentially a:systematic mode of instruction. This
assumption seems fair because the format for the
course is consistent with the definition of systematic
problem solving.

I

3. po differences incognitive style exist between
students who mastered the course and students vho
did not complete? No..

The S-I Index means.f2r these grou0s were almost,
identical (Xem 48.6, Xric= 49.1). Based on this
measure, ones cognitive,:style is noi a:significant
determinant of success 1U the course.

The most important outcome of this study is that it has
provided a basis for the'reCommendations for further study
/isted below.

1. An information prograarto give students and proctors
an opportunity to develop understandings of. their own
cognitive styles should be conducted during the first
or second week of each semester.

,

2. Cognitive style assessment should be based on non
operationalized problems that axe based on the kinds
of situations or problems the Students mill encounter,

.in the course. For', example, how would you go about
mastering a learningObjective that asks You to "List
and explain the differineel'etween the three models
which attempt to eiplahnschizophrenia?

3. After the cognitive. style1xiformation. Program is
completed, counseling that'useeicognitiv*.style as
a framework should:fcCus'an students who are not
showing a 'pattern that will lead to successful course
completion. This can-be done by identifying and
focusing on those students ..aho do not meet course
contingendies that come ear4 in the semester (e.g.
cJimpletion of unit 1 by the end of the second week).
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SUmMary & Conclusions:

38

4. The usefulness of cognitive style infOrMation
lava PSI coUrse should ,bessnesSed bY lOpking at
tate of:COurtle mastery Which is*indicated,:by:',:the

-

percentage of students:who completed the Course.-
In the,pase,, aboUt,35%::nf the Students 'WhO'.enroll-:'
in this course do noicOMplete it.±CanthWnon-
completion rate-be redueed by focUsing'on-ithpie-i
studentswhO'are'shoWing a non completion'Oatiern
early-in the semeSter

5 TheGlObalrArticulated model,and perhaps:others,:
should be added tothe information and counSeling
framework.

1. The major hypotheses tested were not madeMbre
credible by the"results..:

2. Relationdhips were,not four1 between-the S-I index and
perfOrmance.

3. Relationships were not found between the sizeOf,
the S-I range 'and performance.

4. Differences in cognitive style were not found:between
students whOnestered the course andthosewhO
not completeit.:.

5. FUrther,study Should focUSOn. Ways to ,redUcethe non-
Completion rate:rather than trying tO find differendes:
betWeen 'experimental anA'control groupd.

6. Further study into cognitive styltshould not attempt
to identify princiPles that'applyto ill, learning
situations. FOcus shaUld rathei- be PlacedAtt:this time
on usint cognitive style information to iMpreve:
individual situntions that exiet Where :we',are.

7. Mastery /earning instruction'seems to eliminate unir
polarebility factors as signifiCant determinants of
sUccessful performance.

8. Students with an intuitive problersdoWing styleiseern to_-
Perform at leaSt as wellas studeuWwith a systematic ,
style on systematic task's when the instructor(s) aldo
has an intuitive style.

Teachers, Teaching3, Taught

Teachers talk about teaching.
Real teachers study their pupils as well.
Most of all, teachern should be studied.

Musa Kazim-a Sufi Mester
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North Country Community College
Saranac Lake, New York

Project Report
Joe Taylor

uestions and/or Hypotheses

estion: Can a knowledge of cognitive style aid an instructor in pre-
icting the cognitive styles which st4dents prefer?
othesis: Yes, in most cases
stion: Can. an intuitive instructor of composition develop systematic

trategies for systematic students?
nothesis: Systematic strategies can be developed.

SECTION I

kooulation and Procedures

SECTION II

ere were eighteen students involved in this project. All of them are
beral arts transfer students taking the required English Composition I
ourse. There are nine females and nine males. Although the course is
esignad for freshmen, this particular section of the course includes
elve sophomores and six freshmen. Two of the students are married
amen in their late 30ts; one male student is 26. This section was cho-
en because it is the only composition course which I am teaching this
emester. I chose the intuitive-systematic dimension because it lends
tself to my preferred cognitive style which, in turn, lends itself to
he way I teach. The students in the course include science, social
cience, theatre, art, and criminal justice majors as well as some "un-
ecideds." After the March workshop, I decided to try to predict the
referred cognitive styles of these students. Ed Stodola, team leader,
nd Bob Abdo, team. member, agreed to help give information to the class
d to test the class. I based my predictions on the results of the
eshman Placement Examination (two copies enclosed) and on many essayS

hick I had read from February to April. I shall supply one example
ran Student K, a response to one of the topics on the placement exam.
The two teachers who stand out in my mind also happen to contrast
reatly in their styles of teaching. Ey best teacher, a history nut,
laced great emphasis on notes, names, and his greatest love of all,
ates. My worst teacher was "hooked" on processes and techniques.
e would begin all of his classes by giving us a theory, then having us
pport that theory with facts In a lab report form. Meanwhile the
istory teacher stressed his facts but he emphasized a discussion or
;JI.ve and take like atmosphere. His classes were exciteing /Sic:7 and
siterestingl the other was dull and repeatativeriF. . . (I
Ake that Vord, reneatative.) I related a story a out how I had gone
aNmat furnishing three rooms in my apartment. It was, of course, a
xltally intuitive approach: no budget, several visits to the furniture
;tore, everythirgbought in "one fell swoop" With the oversight of a
lesk lent), which I purchased later. It did fit the color scheme. I
Ave an assignment for a class paper on comparison and contrast. I told
;heclass to include an outline, but that the outline was optional. I
hen told the class what I had been and was doing; I gave them inror-
ation about cognitive style ift general, then operational definitions
f the systematic-intuitive differences. (TWo copies enclosed)
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SECTION II

then told therm which style I thougbt they preferred. They told me,
sed on the previous informatium and definition* *which style they
ught they preferred. Then they were-tested after Bob and Ed haa
pplied further informtion /Tem-psychology textbooks and materials
lich they use in the Interdisciplinary Studies (IDS) program to ex-
ain the right bra.= (intuitive) and left brain (systematic) concept.
is was in mid-April. Bob and Ed,did the testing; Bob compiled the
atistics; Bob and I explained the results of the tests. We used
ambled Words, Paper Folding, Verbal Puzzles, and Choosing a Path)that order.

ults of Data

SECTION III

cause Student K liked the "discussion or give-and-take atmosphere"
the history class while criticizing the "processes and techniques"
the other class, I predicted that the student leaned toward being

tuitive. When I made the outline with the paper on comparison and
ntrast optional, I thought tha:t the systematics limula be the ones
.o mould choose to use an outline and hand it in. with the paper. Stu-
t K handed in a detailed outline. In the data which follows, a

estion mark indicates that I had some nuestions about the validity
my predictions. As I related the.stcry about furnishing my apart-

ent with furniture, rugs, chairs, and drapes, I thought that the
stematics in the class would be the ones who would be "Turned Off"
the procedure. As it turned out, Student R Was tile most verbal

e In her objections. With these procedures behind us, now see the
ollowing table which is a compilation of predictions, test, and
ecklist results. (Two copies or the checklist are enclosed.)

I=Strongly Intuitive.
Pderately Systematic
n the tests, a score
70=SS
n the questionnaires,
S, 12-13 a=SS

tudent
A
B.

MI= lioderatly Intuitive -=Middle MS=
SS= Strongly Systematic

of .40=SI, .44-1-.46=MI, .56-.69=MS,

12-13 b=SI, 7-11 b=11I1 577 a or b= 7-11 a=

Xy Prediction Studentls Prediction
I?

Test
.47-
.2551

questionnaire
MI
ONO

.20SI SI
I? .47- MI

I? S? SS
S? S? .3151 MI
I? S? .44NI SI

.43bI -

.46MI MS
I? .50 SI

1? .67NS MI
.60MS ONO

.641iS =11.

.50- SI

.75SS SI
S? S? .53-

.5)-
S.

.

44_ .78S5_ _
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SECTION III

The data demonstrates that an instructor who has knowledge about cogitive styles cgn genera/1y tell which cognitive style the,student,pre-ers.
,

The'second'question is more difficult to answer. mostly because It isifficult to summarize all of the activities inkde an English compo-:
.sition classroon where the knowledge of cognitive styles is One of man5vimensions. A table of data is difficult to trthslate ihto how tot al with reading ar.easay, with giving a writing asSignment, or witheading and writing about King Lear. However, there has been a "give-

nd-take discussion between tg-Erass and me about inatters.such:as how
o approach the ratter or reading and Writing-assignments more sys-e Matically. Although*I have aconcrete schedule for a semeSteri I do,ot write out and copy the schedule for class distribution. To follow
such an outline would be Stifling', especiallY to the intuitives. WhatInom: do is to write on the blackboard the..schedule for two weeks at atime. It is good that the systematic's haVe Itforced" me to do this.
Ehe intuitives fihd this apRfroach a good compromise between two extremes. ,Lu fact, I find that writing on the 'blackboard is something which is
ilghly desirable to systematics.
rire class and I', especially the systematics, talk about topics for
iriting, especially those.topics which. can be attacked systematically.
?ar example, I now give a "prescriptioe class paper of defihition,
ipaper which appeals highly to systematics. The systematics and I
ten try to" work out strategies far the intuitiveS who are Initially
pposed to Such writing.. The hame paper then becomes a matter of
arious topics which will appeal to both.
IS was Indicated preViouSly, we now talk more abOut_outlining as atrategy for organizing. Based on a concrete example about Generals
Oe'and Granti the clasS and I discussed several ways to..organize a
itper of comparison and contrast. The outlines which could be followedH
ere immediately discernible to the sYstematica.. What happened herets that the intuitives discovered thact, given this systematic approach,:heir thinking , . Could:be-organized in ways which theyadnq thought possible:at first. AlmoSt all of theintnitives foundhat writing the paper was easier after the various ways of organizingere explained.
ntuitive instruCtors catvdevelop systematic strategies for systematictudenta. My suggestion is that, once yoU know who. they arei you askhem for their ideas about how to approach some given problem(s). Thenisten to what they sayl
ae piece of additional information: Once students are given informationad definitiansi they do quite, well at predicting their preferred style.'Dur obServations: StAdent 0 begins by solving problems intuitively.ae'final results are almpst always theptoduct of a "typical" syste-itic.
tUdent R has adopted the most obvicas strategies in trying- to deal with
?.."Communication betweeh the two of us has improved vastly oval* thexurse of the semester. Systematic students cah develop strategies) deal with intuitive instructors.
len giving results of tests, do riot write the data on tine board or ontPer, in the "old" way: .70=SS

.56-.59=MS

.47-.55=Nid

.41.-.46=1'1I

.40. =SI 45
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/hy? It lookS like A 13est Top

or

Worst

two better ways:

MI
141

Or

or

Bottom

"41YlattiN

Stk )ss
---p/AS

Nyl These demonstrate the continuum concept of cognitive styles.

Wally, Bob, Ed, and I agree that having people who are mismatched
Lspense,information, give aliad explain tests, and, la general, do a
;gam" Iti:nd of approach, is ideal because students get to see people
Lth different svles use those styles while "teachang."

SECTION IV

mcausions

An instructor who has knowledge-about cognitive style can generally
tell which cognitive style indiviaual students prefer before the
students are testea..

An intuitive illstructor can develop teaching strategies for sys-
tematic stu4Oht9.

If they are given enough information and complete definitions, ttudengs
can generally predict their cognitive styles before they are tested.

Systematic students can aid intuitive instructors in developing sys-tepatic strategies.

There are ways-to present cognitive style data so that it demon-
strates the continuum, value-free concept of one's preferred cog-
nitive style.
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SECTION IV.

S. People with mismatched cognitive styles make a good team to
dispense cognitive style information, to give tests and to
discuss the results of the tests.

SECTION V

iuggestions for Future Projects

Can systematic and intuitive composition teachers compile atextbook for SUNY community colleges which reflects strategiesfrom both styles in solving difficulties which mismatched.instructors and studemts may have?

Can two mismatched instructors compile such &textbook for theirparticular col/ege?

Which kinds of problems in the composition classroom are best
solved intuitively? systematically?

Which kinds of probleds are systematics most likely to have withany given humanities course? How can they be solved?

Which kinds of problems are intuitives most likely to have withany given science course? How can they be solved?

What are further strategies which. I can develop, as a strongly
intuitive instructor, for systematic students? for nmiddle"students?

47
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COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT

OF

NORTH COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

FRESHMAN PLACEMENT EXAMINATION

Time: EWMinutes. Allow 40 minutes each for I and II

i. Select one of the following topics. Write a clear, well organized
paragraph.

A. If I had three wishes.

B. My favorite high school course was because

C. Changes I've Gone Through in Life.

D. My Best/Worst High School Teacher.

E. My Kist Frightening Experience.

II. Read the following paragraph. Note that it.is developed bypoint'
by point -(alternating)Hcontrast.- *Select one of the.subsequent
and write your .own point by point contrast peragraph.

My too friends. are as different as two people could possibly be.
Don,' the music lover, detests the noisy clamor Of a basketball game,
but yells himself hoarseat.a football:game.. Jake, .the.ardent
debator,, revels in the.hot,.noisybasketballiame, but ls.bored
with football. Silent unless he has.something worthwhile to say,
Don Is a dlrect contrast to Jake, who never stops talkingIong
enough to examine what haS beensaid.-. Whereas Don' would rather
spend an evening in thelibrary reading, Jake prefers e hot rod
race.: Both are respected members of the.freshmen.class: Don, for
his ability to get things done without fanfare; jake, for all the
fanfare he creates by winning debates for the college.. The'very
contrast between the too is the .reason that I have theM for friends.
If I want a quiet evening, I choose Ow, if I want a noisy evening,
I choose Jake.

Topics.:

A. Two of my teachers
B. My Two Brothers
C. My TWo Sisters
D.. Two Pop Singers
E. My Brother and Sister
F. Two Adults I know
G. My Two Friends

4 F.



COgnitive style is one's preferred manner ,of taking in:information
InformatiOn$ and solving problems.

biLtIRRIAS
h(Left Hemisphere)

17:

Systatc-Inti

1. Carefully define the lithitations
.of the:problem.

Develop a method or a plan for
solving the problem.

Rely On clear information or
reason.

Solve the problem by consciously
following a step-by-step approach.

A good plan leads to a good
solution.

6 Major concern: Method of solving
the problem. (Right answer not
needed)

,Intuitive
(Right Hemisphere)

1. Define the problem,frequently
while solving it.

2. The method results,from trial and
error while solving the problem,

3. Rely on hunches or w4at "feels
right."

4. Jump back and forth from one step
to another.

5. The solution is good because it
solves the prOblim.

6. Major concern: SOlutIon of the
problem. (Right answer is.
needed)
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/For each of the following, please check the statement (a or b) whichbest describes or is most characteristic of how you approach andsolve problems. Be sure to check one statement for each of the 13items.

Uhen given a problem to solve:

1. a) I first develop a logical isthod for finding a solution
and then proceed to solve it.

b) I start to solve it as soon as I understand it, without
carefully developing a method.

a) I use a step-by-step method.
.

b) I use a trial and error method.

11.

a) I remain.very conscious of m7 approach..

b) I look for outside clUes and hunches which may hell?

a) / look for one specific method and plan my approach tramthat.
bl I consider a number.of methodsat 'the same time.A

a) I apply each step, test it, discard it, and proceed to thenext step.
0 I sklp steps and return to a previous step in solving theproblem.
a) I concentrate mainly onmy method.

b) I concentrate mainly on the overall problem. .

a) I defend my solution in terms of the method I used.

12) I defend my solution because it felt right or seemed tofit the prdblem.
a) I carefully define the specifics of a problem first and

then begin to solve it.
b) I define and redefine the problem as I au solving it.

a) t remain on the approach that I developed while solvingthe problem.
b) I change my approach while solving the problem.

a). I am mainly concerned about the method'I use.'

b) I am mainly concerned about. getting a good solution.

1. a) my notes for each subject are kept together in an orderlysystem.
b) My noteS are kept in different places or are "at home

somewhere".
study. desk -looks like:

a) the shelves of NCCC library

b) River Street lounge after a beer blastMIMMINME.=110

ien going away for a weekend, I

a) Nave a detailed schedule and follow it.

b) Take Off with aseneral vlamand Change it-according.toi
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Implications

The results of these studies seem to indicate that cognitive :style informa-

tion has little impact on improving student performance. Possibly that is true.

Possibly the studies themselves are not able to truly assess the question. These

studies, more than the others, suffered from the time constraints. Students were

well into the semester before they began. Often the time involved in setting them

up, testing and returning those tests left little time for the development of

strategies or the use of those strategies. Peter Idleman's study is perhaps an

example of this. While students wereEnthusiasticabout the information it Was late

in the semester and other factors must have seemd more pressing. Such studies

repeated aver a full semester or a year might provide more positive results. The

responses of Joe Taylor's students would seem to indicate that this is a possibility.

The important information which is unfortunately missing from three of these

reports, due to the design of the reporting procedures is the actual program of

information provided to students, LI to continue an this question, it

would seem that participants would benefit from sharing the proceduzes and methods

they use in presenting information and strategies. Certainly much in this area

can be gained from Joe Taylor's report.

Another potentially interesting piece of information is student reactions.

Did they perceive the information as helpful? What use did they make of it?

What strategies did they develop for themselves and how successful were they?
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IS THERE AN INVERSE RELATIONSHIP B1EE N 1TCHI OF STYLE AND PERFORMANCE
IN OCCUPATIONAL CURRICULUMS?

The two reports presented in this chapter focus on the general question

of whether.certain fields or curricular areas are more compatible with (match)

a particular cognitive style. Ubile data is available to show that matches

or preferences for certain majors occur in four-year college students of

differing styles little information is available on two-year college students.

Sankar Sastri's study provides a needed look at the matching-mismatching of

students and najor in an engineering technology program. In this study he

focuses on the relationship of field dependence-independence to grade point

average.

The Ulster County Community College team has taken a different approach

to the question of matching. In this case the question of instructor-student

match is the focus. Their study has been designed as a long-range project.

Cognitive styles were not assessed during the phase described here.



TWO-YEAR COLLEGE bEVELOPMENT,CENTER"
StateUniversity of .New York at Albany.

Project Priority
.

Occupational Curriculum

Sankar Sastri New York City Community College
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Question Is there a relationship between QPA (quality point average)
and hidden figures test?

Population The group comprised of 38 first and teilifth semester engineering
technology students in engineering technology curriculum.

Cognitive Styles: Field dependence-independence was measured using hidden
figures test.

Procedures for Study: 38 kudents enrolled in engineering technology
curriculum were given hidden figures test in the beginning of the semester.
The range in hidden figUres test was between 2 and 32. At the end of the
semester their.quality point average was correlated to the hidden figures
test score. The range in quality point average was between 0 and 4.

Postulate: On cognitive style field independence-dependence measures the
relative analytical approach of an indivtAual by use of Hidden Figures Test
(Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.). The task is to locate a
simple geometric figure within a more complex design. A high score on the
test indicates analytical ability, that is the ability to discrete (field
independence) where as a low score indicates a more global approach (field
dependence).

As a group, relatively field independent people are likely to favor academic
subjects such as mathematics and science were analytical competence is called
for and subsequently enter careers in physics, mathematics engineering and
the sciences. On the other hand, relatively field dependent individuals prefer
courses such as English, History, Social Sciences and Humanities often leading
to careers in teaching social science, social work and counseling. Frequently
these people are undecided about their careers and do change majors in college
(Witkin 1974). In social situations field dependent people feel more comfort-
able, are affected by praise and as a result take cues from their peers and
are apt to remember faces easily (Witkin 1974). As for instructional method
field independent students generally prefer lecture method and working alone.
Field independent teachers prefer the lecture method and whenasking questions
use subject matter questions more frequently than field dependent instructors.
On the other hand, field dependent teachers prefer discussion method as a
technique and use more hand gestures (Freedman, O'Hanlon, Oltman and Witkin,
1969).

In academic performance, for example among students who chose the natural
sciences and mathematics domains, those who are more field independent tend
to do better than thosc who are less field independent (Hunt & Radhwa 1973).
Student nurses who did well in psychiatry tended to be field dependent where

. as student nurses who did well in surgery were relatively field independent.
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(Witkin 1974). Practicing architects selected as outstandingly creative
by their peers weremarkedly field independent whereas writers similarly
selected were quite field dependent (McKinnon 1961).

From the above findings, field independent students should do well in
engineering technology program.

Results of the Data: The results as shown in Table I indicate that
students with high hidden figures score also have high QPA confirming
the findings of Witkin that field independent students do perform well
in the field independent curriculum. Using a normal distribution for
a population of 38 students the curriculum coefficient was found to be
0.36 significant at .05 level.

Conclusion: Field independent students perform well in engineering
technology curriculum. Field dependents enrolled in field independent
curriculums should be informed about their cognitive styles and also
about how and in which situations they learn best to enable them to
make more suitable decisions about academic courses and career choices
and once the choice is made they can improve their academic performance.

Suggestions for Future Studies:

References

1) Repeat the study with a larger sample.
2) Divide the courses in engineering technology curriculum

into two fields - one FD and the other FI and see whether
FD students perform well in FD courses.

3) Use cognitive strategies to improve the performance of
FD students in engineering technology.
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HY Scores and QPA

Range Of HF Test = to 32

Range of QPA

HF QPA
6 1.68

14 2.33
8 3.5

18 2.85
9 2.56
7 2.13

12 2.97
16 3.27
14 2.61
14 3.86
14 3.1
0 3.88

10 3.33
10 3.92
18 3.84
12 3.45
5 2.84

4.9 .63
12 1.75
20 3.8
21 3.8
10 1.8
11 2.5

HF
16
1
5

4

11
7

4
11
9

0

3

4

6

6

2

QPA
2.5
3

.66

2.11
.95

3

2.46
2.66
.6

2.88
1.9
1.54
2.83
2.5
2.2



Ulster County Community College

Cognitive Style Project

Team Members - John Bjelmelandi Robert Notices, JemesCanniff, Al Duane,
Lou Cesaratto, Joe Keefe, Rarbara Connelly, Roxanne'Rell

Our team project consisted of two surveys: (1) A Survey-of Student

Course/Instructor Selection, and. (2) A Survey of Student EXpectations of

Instructor's Teaching Style(s).

The use of questionnaires to conduct surveys among students was

determined to be an appropriate starting point by our team. We felt that

the data collected would aid in the examinatioh of individual differences.

Specifically, whether or not the majority of students surveyed would be

indicating an attempt on their part to match their perceived learning

preferences with an instructor they perceived to have similar learning/

teaching preferences.

The team designed two questionnaires. The first was designed to

investigate the reason(s) why students selected specific course sections and

instructor. The second vas designed to investigate student perceptions of

the instructor's teaching style(s). The second survey was conducted at the

beginning of the semester to examine student expectations and again at the

4NWI of_ thesemester to examine_changes in_perception_atter_the_conpletion

of thecourse.

It was hypothesized that the majority of.students surveyed would.

_indicate_their.Primary reason for their selection of a specific course

section was basedon a preference oftime and/orconvenience rather. than.

.a-preference for a.specific instructor.
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It was further hypothesized that the majority of students vho perceived

their learning style to be matched with a specific instructor of their Choice

at the beginning of the Semester would.indicate less of a match existing

by the end of the semester.

Three departments volunteered to conduct the survey among their students.

MUltiple sections of English, History and Psychology classes were selected.

Four hundred and fifty-nine students responded to the questionnaire.

On the first survey, 41..6% of the students gave reasons of time and/or

convenience as the primary factor for selecting the specific course section

and instructor. 43.4% of the students gave reasons related to the instructor's

style of presentation as their primary factor for selecting the specific course

section and instructor. 9% of the students gave reasons other than time,

convenience or instructor preference as the primary factor fOr selecting

the specific course section and instructor.

Of the 43.4% of the students who attempted to.matCh their learning

preference with instructor preferences, the majority of them did seek

assistance in making their decision. In order of frequency, students sought

advice from advisors, friends, and faculty. Less than 15% relied on their

own analysis of the various instructors to determine the *one best matched

vith their learning preferences.

The data from the second survey are still'being examined by the team

members. It appears froa the responses of the 459 students who completed

the second questioancire that more thaa 50% who perceived they vere matched

with the appropriate instructor at the beginning of the course indicated

less of a match with the instructors style at'the end of the semester.
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In both surveys the results supports our hypotheses. The data provides

an indication that several students do attempt to match their learning

preferences with an instructor who is perceived to be compatible in style.

Further, the data suggests that most students vho attempted to match lacked

adequate information on 'which to determine the instructor vho would match

best with their learning preferences.

Finally, the data suggests that students do place importance on

individual difference, and that matching learning preferences vith instructors

style of teadhing may enhance their learning experiences.

Some recommendations:

One recommendation that might improve the students' attempt to match

more accurately their learning preferences with an instructor who has similsx'

learning/teaching preferences, would be to conduct small group workshops

prior to registration periods on cognitive styles. FUrther, to have information

available for the students on the instructors' perceptions Of how they teadh

their courses. (this would be voluntary on the part of instructors).

Another recommendation that might aid students, would be to have advisors

involved in workshops on cognitive styles to increase their awareness and.

understanding of individual differences.

5 8



COURSE TITLE:
SECTION NUMBER-
GRADE YOU EXPECT 10 RECEIVE IN MIS COURSE:

STUDENT COURSE SELECTION SURVEY

Last 4 Digits of
Sr, Sec. No.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS: Answer either option A. or option B below. Do not
attempt to answer both cptions.

Option.A.

Choose this option if you selected this section or instructor because someone
suggested that you take it. (put an X in the appropriate space below.)

Was the suggestion made by:
faculty member, advisor, friend, other.

A

How important uere the reasons listed below in determininguilich section
of the course you selected?

If more than one reason is appropriate, place the number (1) in the space
to the left of the reason which is the most significant factor in your
decision. Then place a number (2) to 67e-reft of the next most significant
reason. Then continue numbering 3, 4, 5 etc. to the left of each reason you
feel influenced your decision to enroll in this section.

I am enrolled in this section of this course for the following reason(s):

(a). It uas the best time available to suit my schedule.

(b). It was the only section available when I registered for this course.

(c). I was led to believe that this section or instructor would be the most
stimulating.

(d). I uas led to believe that this section or instructorwould be the least
demanding.

(e). I was led to believe that this section or inStructor would be most
suitable for me.

(f). Other. (Please urite the reason in the space below.)



STUDENT COURSE SELECTION SURVEY

Option B.

:Choose this option if you selected this
given assistance. (Either you were not

, the advice you were given.)

course without either seeking or being
given advice or you decided to disregard

'How important were the reasons listed.below in detenaining which seCtion of
the course you selected?

If more than one reason is appropriate, place the number (1) in the space to
the left of the reason which is the most significant factor in your decision.
Then place a. number (2) to the left 3T-Ehe next most significant reason. Then
continue numbering 3, 4, 5 etc. to the left of each reason you feel influenced
your decision to enroll in this section.

I am enrolled in this section of this course for the following reasan(s)i

It was the best time available to suit my schedule.

It was the only section available when I registered for this course.

I felt that this section or instructor would be most stimulating.

I felt that this section or instructor would be least demanding.

I felt that this section or instructor would be most suitable for me.

Itgmla course with this instructor before.

Other. (Pleasewrite the reason below).
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Last 4 Digits of
Soc. Sec. No.

STU= DCPECTATION SURVEY

COURSE TITLE:
SECTION NUMBER:

Examine the list of "typical" classroom activities given below. On thebasisof
what you know or have heard about this course and section, rank eachactivity
according to haw often you expect the activities to occur. Indicate whether
you expect the activity to occur: never, a couple of times during the semester,
once a week, almost every class, every class session.

1. Never
2. A couple of times during the sfz,ester.
3. Once a week.
4. Almost every class.
5. Everyclass session.
6. Don't kncw/no opinion.

PLEASE CHECK APPROPRIATE SPACES BELOW:

1. Formal lecture presentation.

2. General class discussion.

' 3. Instructor use of visual aids other
than blackboard (oVerhead prOjector,
notion picture projector, audio tape,
television).

4. Student presentation of oral reports.

5. Small group discusSion.

6. Individual student-instructor conferences.

7. Use of programmed texts.

8. Independent textbook reading.

9. Laboratory type experimentation, observation
and reporting.

10. Student-generated written reports.

11. Objective quizzes (tests) -- multiple
choice, fill-in, true-falseomatching.

12. Essay tests and essay quizzes.

13. Instruction in specific skills ("how-to")

....

3 4 5 6
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14. Instruction on general theory
(ideas &concepts)

. Instruction on many aspects in
general (braad treatment)

Instruction on selected aspects
in derail (narrow treatment)

Use of problem solving
approaches

Use of drill (practice)

Use of comparison-contrast

20. Instructor selection & assign-
ment of specific student tasks

21. Student selection of specific
assignments & tasks

22. Other (please specify)



StUDiiNT FOLLOV-UP SURVEY

COURSE TITLE:
SECTION NUMBER:

Last 4 Digits of
Soc. Sec. No.

Examine the list of "typical" classroan activities given below. On thebasisof
what you know or have heard about this course and section, rank each activity
according to how often you expect the activities to occur. Indicate whether
you expect the activity to occur: never, a couple of thmes during the semester,
once a, week, almost every class, every class session.

Never
2. A couple of times during the semester.
3. Once a week.
4. Almst every class
5. Every class session.
6. Don't know/no opinion.

H PLEASE CIECICAPPMPRIATE SPACES BELOW:

1. Formal lecture presentation.

2. General class discussion.

3. Instructor use of visual aids other
than blackboard Owerhtuldramjector,
notion picture projector, audio tape,
television).

1 2

4. Student presentation of oral repoxts.

5. Small group discussion.

6. Individual student-instructor conferences.

7% Use of programed texts.

8. Ind,pendent textbodk reading.

9. laboratory type experimentation, observation
and reporting.

10. Student-generated written reports.

Ctjective quizzes (tests) -- multiple
choice, fill-in, true-falsematching.

12. Essay tests and essay quizzes.

13. Instruction in specific skills ("holq-tx0
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1 . Instruction on general theory
(ideas & concepts)

1 . Instruction on many aspects in
general (broad treatment),

16. Instruction an selected aspects
in detail (maroma treatment)

17. Use of problem solving
approaches

18. Use of drill (practice)

19. Use of comparison-contrast

20. Instructor selection & assign-
ment of specific student tasks

21. Student selection of specific
assigpments & tasks

22. Other (please specilY)

60
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Implications

Although these projects were of very different types they both provide

interesting information. Sankar Sastri's data indicates that field independent

students perform well tn the engineering technology curriculum an his campus.

It would be interesting to knaw if this finding will be replicated on other

campuses. It would also be valuable to know if the same relationship exists

in other occupational curriculums. It may well be that whole areas an divisions

within the community college are more compatible with one or more particular

cognitive styles. The implications of such a finding reaCh into attrition,

'failure and a multitude of existing problems. Certainly further research is

needed in this area.

The Ulster team project is an excellent example of a teams planned effort

to focus on instructional ccncerns. In this way they are able to involve

interested faculty and students. They seem to also have beautifully set the

stage for the introduction of cognitive style. It maybe possible throughtheir

approach to interest faculty in projects assessing the effects of instructor-

student matches and mismatches.

6 5



IS THERE A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STUDENTS COGNITIVE STYLES AND THEIR
PERFORMANCE ON WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS?

The two studies presented in this chapter address a critical concern

in the community college, the improvement of writing skills. They are perhaps

more complex to administer than many of the studies reported in this volumn.

They required the testing of large numbers of students, instructor grading of

special writing assignments and use of camputer time in data analysis.

Their presentation and analysis is strengthened in that the Genesee

,Cammunity College project is a direct out growth of Herb 7agarow's effort.

The design for Herb Zagarow's project, which rAlaS begun in the fall of 1975,

was presented at the March Project Priority:Occupational Eimphasis Wbrkshop.

The idea intrigued Genesee's Team leader and he asked Herb Zagarow to serve

as GeneSee Community College s campus consultant and present the idea to the

Team and the Humanities Division. As a result an extensive project 1;as developed

by the 1.-.1-.rg: and implemented in the summer.

In addition to looking at English skills, the Genesee Community College

study also attempted to determine if cognitive style tests correlate with other

college predictors of academic success.

The McKenney model and field dependence-independence were used in both

studies.
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PROJECT PRIORITY

REPORT OF CAMPUS PROJECT

SUFFOLK COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

DR. HERBERT W. ZAGAROW

DIRECTOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL & HEALTH SERVICES

HYPOTHESIS

The research study at SuffolK County Community College
sought to investigate whether a relationship exists be-
timpen cognitive style and writing ability for freshmen
students. The specific null hypotheses to be tested
were:

1. With writing ability factored out, there is no
significant difference in level of writing performance
for systematic and intuitive students when both are
asked to write systematically.

2. With writing ability factored out, there is no
significant difference in level of writing performance
for systematic and intuitive students when both are asked
to write intuitively.

3. There is no significanc difference in the ratings
on writing assignments received by intuitive and systematic
students when both are evaluated by a systematic rater.

4. There is no significant difference in the ratings
on writing assignments received by intuitive and systematic
students when both are evaluated by an intuitive rater.

5. There is no significant difference in the number
of systematic and intuitive students at Suffolk County
Community College.

PROCEDURES

In order to obtain a writing sample, students in eadh of
twelve English composition classes were asked to write
on the topic, "Advertising". .To assess how congruence
of student style and style in which one is asked to write
affects writing pei.formance, randomly, half the students

were asked to write systematically while the others were
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asked to write intuitively. This was accomplished :?1,
having the students receiving the systematic treatment
write an outline before doing their assignment, while the
intuitive group was asked to write their compositions off
the top of their head.

Cognitive style data was acauired by administering the
following instruments:

1. Hidden Figures
2. Choosing-a Path
3. ScraMbled Words
4. Verbal Puzzles
5. Paper Folding

RESULTS

Analysis of the data has not yet been completed. Tables
one, two and three do contain the raw score information
collected from the mapping of 228 students. As will be
observed in the tables, the total N varies from test to
test. This is due to the fact student absences from class
prevented full c.Alection of:mapping data.

A complete analysis of the clata, in the terms of the
hypothesis to be tested, will be ready for presentation
at the June workshop.

OONCLUSIONS

Not to be drawn until full analysis of the data has been
completed.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This study will be replicated at Suffolk County Community
College next year. Also to be investigated is the rela
tionship between cognitive style and performance on
creative and expository writing tasks.

.A;
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RESULTS

An analysis of variance was used to test the first four
hypotheses. Results of this procedure indicated that none
of the null hypotheses could be rejected. In every case, the
effort to relate cognitive style to writing performance did
not produce significant differences among the various groups
of students.

The mean and standard deviation were calculated for the
instruments that were administered. Looking specifically at
the hidden figlires test, a mean score of 7.5 and standard
deviation of 7.5 was found. Table 1 also reveals that almost
all of the students (89%) ach5eved a raw score of 13 or less.

CONCLUSIONS

Lased upon an analysis of the data, a relationship was
not found to exist between cognitive style and writing ability
for freshmen students. It is hypothosized that one reason
for these results was the scewed distribution of the test
scores. Because most of the scores on the hidden figures test
hovered around the basement of the continuum, the possibility
for a significant difference among the populations was dim-
inished. With this in mind, it is concluded that this study
should be replicated next year with a larger number of students
so that a more heterogeneous population can be secured.

As a result of the depressed scores on the hidden figures
test, a preliminary judgement was made that a significant
number of students at Suffolk County Community College lean
toward an intuitive cognitive mode. Since this judgement
is not based upon stitistically significant findings, this
hypothesis will be more rigorously investigated next year.

6 9
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OVERVIEW

A variety of innovations ore being introduced at the Two-Year

College level in New York State. One such recent investigation is to diagnose

'Ole cognitive styles of the non-traditional student. With a decrease in the

tr3v!itional eighteen yeAL old entering population, and a commensurate admission

of greater numbers of "oon-traditional" students, it seems incumbent on us to

investigate and evaluate cognitive processes and variations in learning styles

so that we might know more about tailoring our instruction and guidance to the

needs -if what Pat Cross calls the "New Student."

This summer, a team of five members of the Genesee Community College

staff conducted a pilot study during the first summer session to test certain

hypotheses about our students. The team meubers rcpresented the Math-Science,

Humanities, and Intermediate Studies Divisions. Donna Walsh of the Student

Services Staff also assisted with this study by providing testing and data

retrieval services.

A sample group of ninety-seven summer schOol students enrolled in the

June 1 to July 2 Session, completed all the test inst,uments. Five cognitive style

test instruments were used to identify a student as Field Independent or Field

Dependent, Intuitive, Systematic, Preceptive and Receptive. A sixth instrument

the vocabulary exercise,was used primarily to identify the motivational level of

each student. In addition each student wrote a writing sample. The scores of the

various test batteries were compared with the student's individual unit and

total writing sample score, high school average whenever available, and the

7 2
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English. ACT and Composite ACT scores,

Our overall objective was to see if there was any relationship between

certain aspects of a student's cognitive style and his/her writing ability. An

objective grading routine, based on some of the concepts in a study conducted by

aCalifornia State University grouplwas used by two English instructors. Each

used a similar grading routine tJ evaluate, numerically, a writing sample. The

cognitive style test batteries were selected from a list suggested by the Two

Year College Center's Project Priority Staff.

Cognitive abilities differ from aptitude and personality inventory exercises.

Traditionally, we have measured intelligence and vocational aptitudes to help our

students make the right career choices. Cognitive abilities,on the other hand,

indicate how a person perceives and processes information about his or her

environment. In other words, a person's style is basically how he or she inter-

acts with tile emvironment. Increased knowledge about cognitive learning patterns

may help faculty make the right teaching choices and thereforelinitiate more

effective learning.

One of the major premises tested this summer was that our students need

a tradltievaal instructional format, since they are Field Dependent, Receptive, and

Impulsive. If this premise could be confirmed, we might match cognitive styles

with teaching strategie.3 in order to accomodate thedominant cognitive patterns.

This idea emanates from the fundamental questions: (1) Can we become more effective

as instructors if we are aware of our students' differences?, and (2) Would this

awareness positively affect our retention rate and the success of our overall

mission?

lEdward M. White, CompaIlmand Contrast: The California State University
and College Freshman English Equivalency Examination, 1973 and 1974.

7 3
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A proposa; for a Summer ResearchGrant was submitted to the Dean of

Instruction for his review with the Dean's Council, (See Appendices A and B)

The project was funded and the testing, scoring and student feedback was completed

during the first two weeks of the first Summer-Session. Correlative and predictive

studies were carried out using the scores from the cognitive style exercises, the

scores of the writing sample and those available from the student's file.

This :anal report includes the original proposl :;71d an outline of

the chronological events of the researchrroceedings. Tize Vpotheses tested

are evaluated and suggestions, observations and shortcomings are explained. The

suggestions focus upon problems encountered in the area of student data and

admissions, and there are suggestions for the.general college community with

implications for further study.

7 4
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3ENERAL PURPOSES OF RESEARCH

The above project was undertaken to determine if cognitive style tests

:orrelate with known predictors of academic success (such as the ACT tests),

thereby serving as possible alternatives to the ACT tests in the placement of

itudents. A writing sample from each student was also analyzed to serve as a

wedictor of student achievement in English skills and to determine if the

:ognitive tests are indicative of a student's level in these skills.

IESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

The sample consisted of ninety-seven students who were encouraged to

erticipate by instructors of five classes of the first summer session, 1976.

le students were given a battery of tests described below and their records

ere checked for ACT scores, high school average, and curriculum. Because the

ample was drawn from students participating in a summer session, rather than

regular semester, the results cannot be interpreted as predictive of scores of

he general student body. NonethelesS, they can be used to solidify and clarify

resent concepts, as well as to suggest further routes of study. Also because

any statistical tests were run on the same sample, no positive conclusions can

e drawn from seemingly significant statistical results of the research, and

hould only be used in identifying factors for further study.

ESCRIPTION OF SCORES AND TESTS GIVEN EACH SUBJECT

The cognitive styles of students were determined by four short tests.2

iter, the Impulsive Index was derived from the Identical Pictures Test. A listing

nd general description (f the five scores, plus others, follows:

1. SYMBOLS-This scores measures the preceptivity of a person. "Preceptive

individuals tend to use concepts and categories to code data. They look for
relationships between stimuli so that they can efficiently catalogue information."3

2Copies of these tests are on file in the Office of the Dean of Instruction,
mnesee Community College.

3Karen Nelson, "Introduction to Cognitive Style," not published,

75
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2. LDENTICAL -,core measures the receptivity of a person.
"Receptive individuals are more sensitive to the stimulus itself. They
focus on detail rather than relationships and try to derive the attributes
of the stimuli from direct examination instead of fitting it to their precepts."4

3. FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS-This score measures how systematic the student is.
"Systematic individuals tend to approach a problem by devising a method or
plan with specific, sequential steps to Solution."5

4. SCRAMBLED WORDS-This score measures intuitivity. "Intuitive individuals
more often consider solutions using trial-and-error, defining or redefining
the problem, moving back to a solution and so on."6,

5. IMPULSIVE INDEX-This measures the degree of impulsiveness in a student.
It is derived from the Identical Pit res test by counting the number of
incorrect choices made.

6. EMBEDDED FIGURES-In addition to the other tests, this test was administered
to measure the Field Dependent/Independent tendencies of the student. A high
score on the Embedded Figures Test (14-21) indicates that the student is Field
Independent, while a low score (0-6) indiOates a Field Dependent student.7

EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST (1-21)

Field Dependent
%

Field Independent
5 fi, 7 $ 9 goo 11 IAN 61611/8412,eu

7. VOCABULARY TEST-This is a short test designed to indicate a person's
current level of academic achievement.

8.-13. WRITING SAMPLE-This gave scores,,to each student in spelling/grammar,
sentence structure, paragraphing, organization, and content. The scores of
each were also totaled, for a sixth score. This test was designed to test
a student's writing ability in a contained situation. The question (See Appendix
C) was designed to allow any individual to respond , as it relied on a person's
experience. Also, careful attention was paid to the wording so that no one
would be discriminated against or handicapped by extraordinary language.
Concepts from Comparison and Contrast (see above) guided the construction and
evaluation of the question.

14.-18. OTHER FACTORS: Curriculum of the Student
Sex
ACT (En3lish)
ACT (Composite) This is - 3 hour preadmission test.

High School Average

4Nelson, p.3.

5Nelson, pp. 3-4.

6
Nelson, p. 4.

7
K. Patricia Cross, Accent on Learning, (Washington: Jossie-Bass Publishers,

1976), p. 119.
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TESTING DIRECTIONS (See Appendix D)

SCORING METHODS

Cognitive Style Instruments

Symbols-Count all symbols (not words) that were used only once in each example.

Identical Pictures-Count all the correct answers minus 1/4 x number wrong.

Following Directions-Count all the correct answers minus 1/4 x number wrong.

Scrambled Words-Count all the correct words.

73

Impulsive Index-Count number of incorrect choices on Identical Pictures Test.

Embedded Figures-Count all correct answers (exact lines).

Vocabulary-Count all correct answers.

The scores were then placed on a scale of 0-20 for all tests except the embedded
figures (scale of 0-18), and the vocabulary (scale of 0-48).

Writing Sample Scoring

Spelling/Grammar-0-7 mistakes per 250 words was considered acceptable (5-4 pts.)
Eight or more mistakes seemed to intrude on the meaning and was considered
unacceptable (3-1 pts.)..

Sentences-Students were evaluated on their ability to write in complete,
clear sentences. One serious sentence error was minimally acceptable in a
250 word page. Attention was also paid to the variety displayed in sentences.

Paragraphs-Each paragraph was evaluated to determine that all sentences,
within a given paragraph, contributed to the main point of the paragraph.

Organization-Acceptable performance contained clear logical movement from
one idea to the next, some clear statement of the main point, and a statement
that concluded or summarized the paper.

Content-Papers needed to contain a clear idea and purpose throughout. Students
needed to say something specific and definitive.

Each factor was assigned a maximum of-six points in order to determine a clear
distinction between an acceptable performance (6-4) and an unacceptable performance
(3-1). Within this structure, 20 points was at. overall acceptable performance.

The factors involved in evaluation of the writing samples were chosen on

a rather arbitrary basis. They were weighted on the mechanical side in an attempt

to maintain as objective an analysis RS possible. It was felt that a variety, of
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InstructorS might disagree with. the emphasis on individual factors but that an

acceptable overall evaluation could bwachieved using these five factors.

Tests were scored by members of the faculty team, as above, recorded, and

compiled. Students received feedback, as to their individual results on all

instruments, in large group sessions lasting about twenty minutes. A student

feedback sheet was used (See Appendix E) and general descriptions and information

for interpreting individual results were given. An additional, individual session

was offered by a counselor to help students further investigate their results.

DISCUSSION OF STATISTICAL OUTCOMES

As expected it was found that the students were more receptive (70%)

than preceptive (30%1, and more intuitive (9.4%) than systematic (6%1. A

.general cognitive map of the student body represented in the sample is given here:.

preceptive

systematic intuitive

Even though the above k ction of cognitive styles proved true, there

seemed to be no significant corre14..ion hetween the cognitive styles of students

and their English skills or'ACT scores. A few notable exceptions are discussed

below.

While the cognitive tests,in general, did not predict the ACT scores and

English skills of the students, other tests did. The vocabulary test seemed to

do a masterful job predicting both ACT scores. The scores for F011owing Directions

and the Impulsive Index also correlated highly with the ACT scores. Both the

Vocabulary and the Following Directions Test are also the best choices for
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further studies En factors predicting English.writing skills.

The High School Average scores were found to correlate somewhat (r.,36,

0(=.03) with the English. skills of the students, but this should certainly be

tested further before it is used as a reliable index of.placement into English

classes. The English. ACT score, if available, would be muck more reliable in

this regard (r.=.61).

The curriculum chosen by the student seemed to make little difference

in the English writing scores nor in the Field Dependent/Independent tendencies.

The science majors did differ significantl -from non-science majors in precep-

tivity (they were more preceptive and less receptive than non-science majors),

but in all other cognitive styles there were no significant differences.

SPECIFIC HYPOTHESES TESTED

. There is a correlation between writing skills and one's cognitive style.

Results: Correlation study between cognitive indices and English factors.

English Factors

e-4

"tr

Ti1
4,0
w

E-*4 00 &I. 1:24 al
ri aS t44 0

f

$4
00 gp-t p-t

CI 417 14 00 00
1:14 07 t3ti)

Identical Pictures CReceptive) .09 .06 .02 .03 -.18 -.21 -.07

Symbols (preceptive) .21 .07 .15 .09 .11 .02 .09

Scrambled Words (Intuitive) .19 .47 .26 .26 .22 .14 .39

Following Directions (Systematic) .24 .40 .26 .39 .28 .20 .42

Impulsive Index (Impulsiveness) -.18 -.24 -.17 -.17 -.28 -.16 -.25

Reject the Hypothesis

7 9



Cognitive styles are predictive of academic success in English.

Results: Multiple regression study of the cognitive styles with the writing
sample total score.found 110 statistical difference.

Simple R
Following Directions .42

Scrambled Words .39

A greater proportion of the non-randc-, sample will testHto be Field Dependent,
:Intuitive, and ReCeptive (Most of our Aits aspire toward the Humanities/
Social Science Curricula)

Results:

Field Dependent (range 0-6)

Field Independent (range 14-21)
G1ean-10.37 Standard Deviation-S.43)

Receptive 68

Preceptive 29

Intuitive 91

Systematic 6

Reject the Hypothesis INote: Although. a greater percentage of our sample tested
Field Dependent rather than Field Independent, the largest group fell in the
middle range with no apparent inclination to either extreme (according to the
guidelines established for evaluating the Embedded Figures Test). It should be
pointed out, however, that the Receptive and Intuitive figures seem significant
and worthy of further study.j

4. Students testing high on Field Independent test battery will have a high.
writing composition total score. (rhe converse of this hypothesis will also be true .

Results:
Correlation .01 Correlation .15 Correlation .08

High. EMB Mid EMB Low EMB
(Field Ind.) S= S= .183 (Field Dep.) S= .331

N= 1

Reject.the Hypothesis

N= 37 N=

5, Science majors will have different patterns of cognitive styles than non-sci,mce
majors.

Results: Science and non-science majors had no statistical significant
difference on the Embedded Figures Test,



Science

N=24

9.76

Reject the Hypothesis

Non7science

N=73

10,57

DISCUSSION OF NON-STATISTICAL OUTCOMES

1. Each instructor of record will be encouraged to participate in the

testing and interpretation of the results. Thus, they will become more aware

of the variations of styles of themselves and their students.

Results:

Of the five instructors whose students participated in this research

project, all were encouraged to participate in the testing. Oneogas a vounimT

of the project team and had taken the test batteries prior to this time. Only

one instructor took the total battery of test instruments. All instructors

were present and participated in the interpretation of the results of the testing.

Active questioning and class discussions which ensued, confirmed their increased

awareness of the variations of styles of learning.

2. The results of the pilot study will be presented to interested faculty members

at the Fall Workshop in August. This will further an understanding of the

nature of cognitive styles of our student body',

Results:

A brief one-page summary will be placed in the faculty' mail baxes before

the fall workshop, An allocation of time for a brief presentation made by the

panel of research participants, will be provided by the Dean of Instruction.

3. A need for better c agnostic and retrieval systems for student data will

be more apparent.

81
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Results:

The diagnostic instruments the school now uses for placement in English

and math sections are the ACT, High.School Averages, and English and math scores.

The ACTlis a test that takes three hours to complete and the resulting scores'

measure achievement in math, English, and reading. All scores are used for

placement in entering English and math classes, intermediate studies.classes and or

total program, and cut-off scores for entrance in the Nursing Program.

Students that have transferred enter as part time, or who have heen out

of high. school for over two years, or are over twenty-onejare not required to

take the ACT. As our mean age of enterinvspident increases, fewer students are

required to take this instrument.

The retrieval of the ACT scores and High. School Averages of approximately

100 students, took, on an average, one minute per student. Of the folders consulted:

1. 15% of the sample had both.Englishand Composite ACT acores,and the
HighSchool Average.

2. :01% had only the ACT scores.

3. 15% had only the High School Average.

4. 70% had neither score records.

These results may only reflect our unusual student clientele during the summer
sessions.

. Inadequacy of the current pre-admission routines will become evident.

Results:

Of the approximately 100 subjects used for the study, 60% had folders

that were in our files, and 40% had no folder available. Retrieval results are

listed above in result #3.

DISCUSSION OF FUTURE RESEARCH

At the present time the college is using four predictors of academic

success (English ACT, Composite ACT, SAT and High School Average), all of

8 2
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which. are cumbersome or impossible to obtain, as is decisively pointed out in

another part of this report. If tbe ACT scores are valid prediitors of success

(nost colleges use them fox admittance and placement of students), and if a gin

(Quality Point Index) is the score veasuring saccess, we can expect a high

correlation between the two scores:

qpr AcT

one of the main pu7poses of this study was to obtain factors correlating with

the ACT scorbs aad hopefully correlating with...the qpi.

As an example of the use and misuse of the data of the study, 4t was found

that the vocabulary score correlated higaly with the English ACT score. This

cannot, however, be interpreted to mean that the short vocabulary test is a_

good predictor of WI. A higlicorrelation between vocabulary and English Acr

could be illustrated by Venn Diagrams in several rays, some of which. predict

.:academic, success and some of whickdonft.
ACT

-DOC

Vocabulary is as good
a predictor of qpI as
is ACT.

The principles illustrated

Vocabulary 4.s a poor
predictor of QPI

in the above diagrais

stand possible relationships of f.actors

Vocabulary is a better
predictor of QPI than
is ACT

may help the reader under-

74.3.ch. need further

8 '3

study,



It is strongly encouraged that the college authorize a larger and more

extensv, study in the near future, using A sample fram the regular student

body (including QPr's, ACT's,- and High School averaes1. This could test to see

if ACT scores do predict QPI's adequately-or if in fact, same of the simpler and

shorter tests described here do an equal or better job of placement of students.

Specirs.111y, the answers to the following questions could be useful to the college:

1. Is the composite ACT score a valid predictor of QPI for our students?

2. Is the English ACT score aialid predictor of a student's success in
the English Sequence?

3. Is the vocabulary test a valid predictor of the qpI?

4. Is a combination of scores SUCTLAS Vocabulary., Following Lirectio:-s,
Impulsive Index and High School Average a good predictor of student success
as measured by the qpI?

s. IS a score on a writing sample a good predictor of success in our.
English courses, as measured bythe English grades:

6. Is a score on a writing sample a good predictor of general academic
success, measured by QPI?

7. Can other cognitive tests diagnose and/or predict potential writing
deficiencies?

8. How can the development:4nd utilization of new teachig strategies
complement learning variations?

9. Are the factors of Impulsivity; Receptivity; and Categorization good
indices of academic success, as has been suggested uy E.T.S.?

la. Do students select.faculty with compatible styles?

8 4
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APPENDIX 'A

May 10, 1976

MEMO TO: Dean Brause

FROM: David Kingsley

Re: Proposal for Cognitive Style Summer Grant

This is an initial request for funding of a Cognitive Style pilot
study to be carried out during this Summer Semester.

The following outline of events are suggested:

-1 Obtain a writing sample from summer school attendants
designed by members of the Hu.lanities Division under the
direction of John Dalhberg.

2. Administer six Cognitive Style Test batteries to students
taking humanities, psychology, and biology courses during
the first summer semester. (Donna Walsh, Dave Kingsley)

3. Score writing samples and Cognitive Style exercises.
(ldnn Dalhberg and Toni Dempster). (Dave Kingsley,
and Donna Walsh)

4. Tabulate scores and obtain high school averages, ACT scores
and QPI's from student files (Donna Walsh)

5. Key punch data for SPSS routines Multiple Regression,
Correlatior studies (ftek study Key punch operator)
(Dave Kingsley and Gisela Hoffman supervise)

. Interpret Cognitive profile with students. (Team: John,
Donna, Dave, and Toni).

7. Program, run, and evaluate SPSS Data. .(Dave Kingsley and
Gisela Hoffman).

8. Interpret the data gathered. (Team)

9. Write a narrative r f.,/1 faculty workshop explaining the
significance of the Pilot Study. (John, Toni, and Dave)

10. Present findings to interested faculty during workf:hop.

11. Propose continuation of study with a larger sample before
the Commencement of the fall semester.

dq
cc David Kingsley

Donna Walsh
John Dalhherg
Toni Dempster

Es 5



June 3, 1976

MEMO TO: Dean Brause

FROM: David Kingsley

RE: Research Project: The Correlative and Predicttre Nature of
selective Cognitive Style Test Batteries .

pilot study wi21'be conducted this summer to determineselected
cognitive styles of a non-frandom :sample of:community college students.
:A:writing sample will be requested from Oath particiPant tOgether with
a teSt:battery of six exercises. The writingsample Willbe correlated
with the various 'cognitive:rest batteries .(5). Along with theSeeemples.
students records will be reviewed for ACT acoree, high:s4mol averages
and other relenant data. ThIS ini7ormation'Will be used in a matiple
regression study as predictors Of cognitive style - English composition
interdependencies.

Summer Rat Grant Proposal

A teem of" five stafff mebilwr.... will carry out a 'Ir7:,,iearCh project on':

the preferre:1 cosmitk7e atyles of a sample Of appeoximately 100 students
registered in the Rumiver sessioL.

question: Is there c relationship between a studenk-cognitive style
aria his performance on English composition assigmenta?

Research nasir:

approxip,ately six sechions of summerschool participants will be
giyen a battery of five cognitive .ityle eXercises to compIe'te They will
SsO:be-request3e co stbnit a wr.;.ting saMplo for ths rhe initruo-
tors inVolved,in "-he study rr-.O thoski tcUaching Englisk
Sociology, and:Microbiology.

'Vs100 stude-,ts a, Writiro Sample
b. Test Ycatteries

Plentical Pictures - 1 1/2 1 1/2 leceptive
2) 3-mbo1!. - 10 min. Preceptivo
3) Scramb1d words 10 min. Intuitive
4) FollocinsfrDirections 16 min. Systematic
5) nrosAp EmbedCed 20 min. Pield Mapendent/

Independont
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Dean Brause - June 3, 1976

Hypothesis:

1. There is a correlethintxatween wr=-Ing skil one s cognitive
style,

2. Cognitive styles are predictive of araderni,. s

(High School average, ACT scares).
ass in English

3. A greater portion of the nan-randam sample will test to be Field
rAc:pendent, Intuitive, and Receptive. (Most of our student body
aspire toward the humanities/social science curricula)

4. Stu&z,ts testing high on Field Independent test battery will have
a high writing composition total score. (rhe converse of this
hypothesis will also be true.)

5. Scielmendors will have different patterns of cognitive styles than
non7-science majors.'

Assumptions:

1. Students will be motivated to perform well an these test batteries
since they will be gaining some insights into their preferred learning
styles.

2. The vocabulary exercise will identify low student notivatian levels
and facilitate the elimination of question-' .e data.

3. Testing fatigue will not be a factor because of the short duration
of each exercise.

4. The testing environment is conducive for good results.

5. .e sex, time of day used in testing, and maturity level of each
student will not bias the test results.

Expected Outcomes:

1. Each instructor of record will be encouraged to participate in the
testing and interpretation of the results. Thus they will became more
aware of the variations of styles of themselves and th.lir students.

2. Furthermore, the results of the pilot study will be presented to
interested faculty members at the fall workshop in August. This will
further an understanding of the nature of cognitIve styles of our
student body.

8 7



Dean Erause

81,

3 June 3, 1976

Expocted Outcomes:

3. A need for better diagnostic and retrieval systems student
data wili be more apparent.

4. , Inadequacy of current preadmission roubines will become :

evident.

5. Alternatives to pre-admission touting routines will be evaluated.

6. Diagnostic and predictive e6initive style exercises will be
developed to identify potential writing difficulties. .

7. Faculty and counseling staff will become more knowledgeable
About the variations of learnin5 styles of our students so that
we can modify the counseling, teaChing environment to meet a
broad spectrum of students' needs.

8. New teatiling strategies will be studied and attempted to comp e-
ment learning variations.

9. Staff will be encouraged to participate in aAo.ontindal investi-
gation into the cognitive styles of:our students throughout:the'
fall semester. FoUr hundred copies of tests ..ire available for
this purpose.



English Writing Sample Name

Social Security #

It is common to hear that people are a ',product of their environment."
This statement often is used to explain a number of act'ons and thoughts,
but it often 'does have some truth as we react in terms of our past. Describe
in detail, one aspect of your past environment that has influenced your life:
a person, an activity, a trip, a book, a possession. Once you have clearly
described this, explain completely why and/or how it has had a significant
influence.
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APPENDIX D

Directions for the First Test Session

I'm working on an Instructional Research Project for the school, and
would like your co-operation in taking afew testing instruments. The results
will be available to you personally, in a week or so, and will be kept confi-
dential. Ths results will have no influence on your grade in this class.

There. will be 2 instruments given today. The first one will take approx-
imately 20 minutes.

CEFT Directions Materials; stop-watch, test booklets, pencils

Distribute test booklets and pc--cils.

"Fill in the information on the cover page."
"Now -start reading the Directic.J, which include 2 practice problems for

you to do. When you get to the end of the Directions Qn page 3, please
stqp. DO NOT go beyond page 3."

Proctor circulates the room making sure subjects are doing the 2 practice
problems correctly and they do not go on past r.ige 3. When all have finished,

"Before I give the signal to start, let me review the points to keep in
mind." Read the statements at the bottom of page 3, stressing the necessity
for tracing all lines of the Simple Form, including the inner lines of the
Cube, simple form 'E', as well as for erasing all incorrect lines.

"Are there any questions about the directions?"
Pause to allow questions.
"Raise your hand if you need a new pencil during the test."
"whr I give the signal, turn the page and start the First Section. You

will have 2 minutes for the problems in the First Section. Stop when you
reach the end of this section. Go ahead."

Proctor circulates and times.
After 2 minutes,
"STOP. Whether you have finished or not. When I give the signal, turn

the page and start the Secor Section. You will have 5 miitutes for the 9

problems in the Second Section. You may not finish all of them, but work as
quickly and accurately ao you can. Raise your hand if you need a new pencil
during the test. Readyt go ahead."

After 5 minutes,
"STOP. Whether you have finished or not.

the page and start the Third Section. You will
problams in the Third Section. Raise your hand
the test. Ready, go ahead."

After 5 minutes,
"STOP. Whether you have finished or not.
Collect all bookletl and pencils.

When I
have 5
if you

give the signal, turn
minutes for the 9
need a new pencil during

Please close your test booklets."

from Manual, by Witkin, Oitman, Raskin, and Karp, 1971

Writing Sample

The lext instrument is an English Writing Sample. Please fill in the infor-
mation 04 the, top of 'he white page. Read the directions and write your response

on Lhe (ellow paper. You may write your S.S. on the yellow paper instead of youx
name. If you needtinore paper, raise your hand. You have 40 minutes to complete
this instrument tPeople were allowid to leave when finished.)

CI
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APPENDIX E

STUDENT'S COGNITIVE PROFILE

-Section Curriculum Cole
June 1976

Spellingland Mechanics
Do they have command
of grammar and spelling?

Sentence.Structure
Can the students write
in complete sentences?
Are the sentences clear
and smooth?

Paragraphing
-Do all the sentences
.within a paragraph
contribute to one
.main idea?

Organization
,How are ideas linked?
Axe, there clear

relationships established
bete-Teen ideas?

ICOGNITIVE INSTRUMENT

Name
Soc. sec.

Identical Pictures
Receptive

'SyMbols
Preceptive -

Scrambled Wbrds
Intuitive -

\ Following Directions
Systematic -

Content - J Group Embedded Figures
Histhe student related Field Dependence/Pield Independence
the ideas clearly? Has
the idea been effectively
supported?

WRITING TOTAL

Sample Writing Ave'.

91

vocApuLARY TEST

'Sample Vocabulary Ave.
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Directions for the Second Day of Testing

Today you will take 5 short test instruments. They are designed to identity
ways that you function in respect to learning. There ate different ways we all
learp,some better than others. All these learnin4 styles are different, some
are easier,than others, so some tests will be easier than others for you. When
we interpret the results of these instruments, you will know more about your
own-individual style or learbing.

-

Test Order
1. Scrambled Wbrds
2. Following Directions
3. Vocabulary
4. Identidal Pictures
5. Symbols

Directions for each instrume

Place your name at the top of the paper. Read the first page and look up
when you are finished. Any Questions? You may begin.

(Time each instrument, as shown on the first page of the instrument.)
Collect after finished, and pass out the next instrument.

9 2
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STUDENT'S COGNITIVE MAP

Preceptive

20

15

10

5

20 15 10 5 5 10 15 20

10

15

20

Intuit.ive

Receptive

Interpretation:

Field Dependent/Independent

Sample average is

..+,

Fr

Cnterpretation:

10 1.5 20

93
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Thiplications

It is at best disappointing to find no relationship between the cognitive

style measures and writing. Perhaps there is nnne and other a2prlaches to

writing problems uust be utilized. However, Joe Taylor's report'(see Chapter III)

seems to suggest their may be. If student's can use cognitive style information

to assist each other in improving their writing, cognitive style could seem to

be related to writing in some way.
-

Perhaps what is needed is an alternative wy of looking at the evaluation

of the written assignments. In both of these studies faculty were asked to

grade the written assignments on rather traditional criteria such as grammar,

sentence structure etc. Joe Taylor's stMents seem to be suggesting that

cognitive influences their approach to a particular type of writing assignment.

There may be other influences that are not suggested by the reports in this

vaumn. Unfortunately, even though the question is critical we seem to ha

fewer "good leads" an the direction to take in obtaining any answers.
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Chapter VI

COGNITIVE STYLE AND CARDER CHOICE

The Mbnroe Community College team decided to focus their study on

the relationship of cognitive style to career choice. There is consid-

erable presidence in the literature on field dependence-independence to

suggest that such a relationship exists. The question is also a critical

one for community college's which serve large lamibes of occupational

students.

This study was conducted with Developmental students. The cognitive

style asseSsed was field dependence-independence.
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FINAL REPORT OF PROJECT CASE STUDY

MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE Joan Wilson
A. Rosica

SECTION I C. Richardson

Hypothesis

After exposure to a variety of career choices, a student will choose a career
field compatable to his cognitive style as determined by the Group Embedded
Figures Test.

SECTION II

Population

The population for this study consisted of 21 Developmental Studies students
enrolled in the course, GST 091, Reading Writing and Interpersonal Relation-
ships. The students were enrolled in Developmental Studies becaup;- of their
need for work in basic skills as determined by the admissions counselors
after an interview and a review of their high school records. There -s 10
women and 11 men in the study. Their ages ranged from 18-37.

Prodedures

Each participant was given the Group Embedded Figures Test in February, 1976.
The test was administered by-Kly Martens of the Two Year College Development
Center.

During the semester emphasis was placed on career decision-making skills.

Effort was made to acquaint the students with the various career options open
to them at the College in terms of specific career programs. A variety of
exercises and techniques were used to implement this goal. Some of them were
as follows:

1. Values Clarification exercises dealing specifically with the world
of work: for example, values continuUm containing items pertaining
to job conditions.

2. Weekly visits by career department chairpersons to describe the
various career programs within the College.

3. The Strong-Campbell Interest /nventory was administered to each
student in March, 1976. A private conference was scheduled to
discuss the results with each student.

4. Each student completed a Student Personal Profile by using the
Occupational View-deck.

5. Each student made a community visit in a specific career field and
presented an oral report to the class.

6. During the last two weeks of the course, each student identified
a career choice.
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Results of Data

1. Total Sample

It was found that 19 of the 21 in our sample, or 90.5%, were
rated as field dependent on the Group Embedded Figures Test.

Two of our sample dropped out of the program before comple-
tion.

Of the 19 remaining in the sample, 11, or 58%, chose career
fields that were compatible with their cognitive styles; 1 did
not select a career; 1 chose a field not compatible; 1 made no
choice, and 6 made choices in areer fields we were unable to
classify.

2. Field Independent

Two of our sample were classified field independent; 1 chose a
technically oriented career; I chose a career We were unable to
categorize.

3. Field Dependent

We found that 19 of our sample scored in the field dependent range
as determined by the Group Embedded Figures Test. Of the 19, 10

*chose careers that were people-oriented; 5 chose careers that we
were unable to classify in terms of field dependent, field inde-
pendent; 2 dropped out of the program before completion; 1 made
no choice; 1 field dependent person chose a field independent
career.

SECTION TV

Conclusions

It was found that more data is needed to determine whether career selection
in community college programs fall into the category of field dependent or
field independent. All of the research available pertains to four year col-

lege majors. This data is necessary in order to make any valid conclusions
concerning our study.

-
We found that 58% of our sample chose careers compatible with their cognitive-
style as determined by the following statement taken from Accent on Learning
by.Patricia Cross, page 121.

9 8
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The social orientation of field dependents carries over
into their choice of a college major. Field dependents
tend to choose fields of study that involve people and
human relations--social services, counseling, teaching,
business. In contrast, field independents favor the
sciences mathematics, physics, biology, engineering.
Furthermore, field dependents who initially choose a
science major are especially likely to change their major--
from the sciences to a more people-oriented field.

We found that some real questions exist concerning the reliability of career
choices of Developmental Studies students after one semester i a community
college.

SECTION V

Suggestions for Future Projects

Offered a variety.of-decision making tools, is there a correlation between
cognitive style and the methods of exploration used? Specifically, what
are they?

To what extent have field dependents made career decisions based primarily
on role models? If so, what is the cognitive style of the role model?

Is there a correclation between cognitive style as determined by the Group
Embedded Figures Test and career program choice in the community college?

Which career programs in the community college are field independent and
field dependent oriented?

9 9
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Implications

As this study suggests further research an the educational - vocational

choices of community college students is needed. Such an implication has

also been suggested by Sankar Sastri's stud7 (see Chapter IV). This type of

information should be helpful to faculty, ccInselors and students.

Much emphasis has been plated, in previous chapters on the instructional

implications of cognitive style. Counseling programs can also benefit for

the use of this information. While the finding of this study does not provide

"results" an the question, they raise important questions for additional

researdh and suggest an important role for career guidance.

f

100
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Chapter VII

This chapter contains data compiled, by project staff an the collese

projects and a staff project. Bernie Rotundo's report summarizes the

procedural aspects of the campus projects. This information on the time,

costs and personnel involved in the projects provides same insight into

the work involved in the projects. Dennis Nielsen report On testing

summarizes the procedures used and the number of students involved.

An interesting aspect of Project Priority:Occupational Etpbasis, at

least for the staff, uus the development of a staff case study. This case

study, which focuses on match-mismatch of participants and activities, uus

implemented at the March workshop. Although implemented in a staff development

setting, Troject staff see it as easily replicable in a classroom setting.

The chapter concIodPs with the implications of the campus projects in

general. These implications wsre suggested by participants following the

presentations of reports at the Summary Activity. They have been summarized

by Kay Martens.

10 1.
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Summarization of Procedural Reports
of Campus Case Studies

Bernard Rotundo
TWo-Year College Development Center

Participants in Project Priority: Occupational Emphasis uere asked to

report on the logistical aLpect of developing and carrying out the projects

Din their campuses. This report provides a summary of all the case studies

to give the reader illustrations of the procedural aspects of the partici-

?ants projects. Participants were asked to complete a fonm for Project

;taff. The forms dealt with a number of issues in developing a project,

Ear example the number of people involved, an estirmte of the costs and

=ime involved, student reactions and faculty reactions.

Of the thirteen projects reported, eight were done by individuals

md five were done by teams. The projects mainly dealt with one of the

!our basic research questions developed by the project staff and the campus

:ansultants. A few dealt with'issues related to individual interests.

In teras of people involved,the individual projects ranged from 21 to

!00 students and faculty. The team projects ranged from 17 to 459 students

Ind faculty. Project staff ues concerned with the amount of support the

:ampus provided and whether approval ues necessary in carrying out the campus

,

moject. Team projects tended to need less appLoval than individual pro3ects

erellce usually fhe person who would be in position to approve a project was

;enerally a member of the campus teams. The types of people ufio usually

ranted the appLoval wele college presidents, deans ofinstruetion and

lepartment chairmen.

The project staff wes interested in the amount of time that was

Leeded for the development and carrying out of the project. Categories were

;et up for a breakdown of the time involved. Again the projects uere divided

102



into team projects and individual projects.

Range for Team Projects Individual Project

A. Planning

Developing Materials

Testing, Sooriqg,
Exploration and
,Returning of Tests

P. Writing Up Case
Results

Total Tithe Needed
to Plamand Imple-
ment Case Study

8 hours -

2 hours -

3 weeks

5 days

18hours - 370 hours

2 hours - 25 hours

3 hours :7.: 30 hours

1 hour - 20 hoUrs

2 hours 7 47 hburs

-2 hours - 40 hours

75 hours - 478 hours 27 hours - 132 hours

In analyzing the amounts of time needed it can be seen that the team

projects took a considerably greater amount of time than did the individual

projects. :Participants stated that because of job responsibilities and other

combitments team meetings were often difiicult to arrange. The planning and

testing appeared to need the greatest amount of time

TO consider replication of projects and designs for future projects, staff

Oas interested in the types of materials neee:d and the costs incurred. The

results indicated that the team projects as well as the individual projects

used:basically the same materials. The tests, "choosing a path", "paper folding",

"verbal puzzles", "scrabbled words", Group Ebbedded Figures Test, Bidden

Figures, Strong Campbell Interest Inventory were used by the majority of

participants. The miscellaneious materials used were transparancies, paper

and pencil, duplicatirg materials, etc. Costs incurred for projects ranged

from $0, (Project staff provided some materials) to $1,500 (for 500 tests).

The total costs of the projects including salaries of those involved werel

Ifldividual Projects-7- Range: $457-$2,030 with a i'cof $690

Team Projects - Range: $510-$2,448 with a i of $1,495.

It shc4d be noted that.the cOst of faculty time is computed in the total

ZOsts, Many of the fuctionsare performed during the academic day and semester

*lam not above and beyond the normal 'salary of the facultyinember.
.10.3
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Included in the project staff procedural form were questions on faculty

and student reactions. The students generally were favorable to involvement

in the project. There comments range from "willing" to "not interested".

Faculty reactions were generally favoragle with comments ranging from

"positive", "curious" to "skeptical". The Project staff inquired if the

thirteen participants planned to continue to work with cognitive style next

year. There were 12 yesis and 1 "1 don't lalow"whichwes noted that the

!marticipant was not sure of a team involvement but definitely yes as an

hndividual participant.
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Summarization of Testing Procedures

Dennis Nielseft
Dept. of CurricuLun & Instruction

State University of NewYork at Albany

Assessment of two-year college students cognitive styles uus a uejor

effort of project participants. These data were requested by the project

staff for the specific purpose of generating community college student norms for_

each assessment instrument. To provide consistency of testing, specific assegsmdnt

instruments were suggested. The Group Embedded Figures Test ((i) ues sugpsted

for use in measuring the extent of Field Independent and Field Dependent style

of students. Directions for the administration of the GEFT could'be found in the

acconpanying manual Road Signs Test, Identical Pictures, Scrambled Ubrds and

Following Directions were suggested for nrasuring the Maenney Nbdel of Perceptive,

Receptive, Intuitive and Systematic, respectively. Dr. Nelson developed instructions

for administering and scoring the &Kenney Mbdel Test Battery. These instructions

were distributed to each project participant. They are as shown on the attached

sheet.
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All participants returned the results of cognitive stYle-assessments.

The number of students assessed by each instrunleat reported.

ASSESSMENT
INSTRUMENT

NUVBERLOF
SertIDE NrS

Hidden Figures 758
Paper FOlding 708
Identical PictUres 250
ScraMbled Wbrds Part I 277
ScreMbled Wbrds Part I & II 498
Choosing a Path 505
Verbal Puzzles 503'
Road Signs 58
Maria College Inventory 101

Although there were sufficient number of students to develcOnCIUS, adminis-

tration of the instruments lacked consistencY. This severlY limited confidence

in the norms Trends, however, could easily be idetitified and were discussed.

TO gather more consistent information in tbmLfuture, participants were

requested to recall the instruction on the McKernley model, To aid in ease of

reporting, an informational matrix was distributed. Ibis matrix contains

reporting calls for project participants to-complete.and return to the Center

staff. This matrix is attached.

It is hoped future efforts of project part iciPants will generate sufficient

data for the construction of valid two-year college studeat
norms. These norms

will then be disseminated for comparison purposes.
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TWO-YEAR COLLEGE DEVELOPMENT CENTER
State University of New York at Albany

'Karen E.. Nelson

May 1970

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING NakENNEY MODEL TEST.BATTERY

Preceptive:

Road Signs Test r, 5 minuteSs. Iniiroctions: The signs are to be
international (no word on the sign itself). However, if you want to write
a word designating'a drawing cos with an arrow to the drawing),
you may.

Scoring - Count the number of signs drawn and the number of categories used.
When creatizv the distribution use Osigns/#categories. For example,

#signs
categs.

Signs Categories Ratio
Sl. 22 8 2,75
S2 15 5 3.00
S3 16 8 2.00

Since a preceptive style involves conceptual clustering, a category ,

(e.g., restaurant) should elicit several associations. When I examine
preceptive scores I compare the distribution for both #signs and the ratio:

S2(15) S3(16) S1(22)
(S3)2:00 (S1)2.75 (S2)3.00

Here S2 is lowest if I lOok at the-#signs, highest if I look:di the ratio...
I check his drawings to see whether he seemb to be workinsiAth multiple
asseciations (preceptiVely) or generating:variations on42 single theme
(a receptive or systematic strategy). At Glens Falls, the ratios worked
best and I juggledra ranking only a couple of times, so this control mey
noi be worth your while Use it only_if you want e more precise ranking
or if you find hoge discrepancies between ranks assigned by #signs And
those assigned by tatios.

Receptive:

Identical Pictures (/ 1i2 mins, each half)

Scoring: Calculate # correct and # errors
score = correct - 1/4 (# errors)
errors are those wrong, not unattempted

Intuitive:

Scrambled Words (2 1/2 mins. each half)

.Scoring: # correct,"#"errors
score = correct - 1/3 (# errors)

Systematic:

Following Directions (3 1/2 mins. each half)
Scoring: # correct, # errors
score = # correct - 1/4 (# errors)
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If your're administerLng the instruments to more than one group, use
different test orders. I use time and task to alternate, e.g.,:

Grp 1:

Road Signs (5 mins. visual, drawing)
Scrambled Words (5 mins, verbal, reasoning)
Identical Pictures (3 mins, visual, objective)
Following Directions (7 mins. verbal, -easoning)

Grp 2: Grp 3: Grp 4:
IP RS IP
FD FD SW
RS IP RS
SW SW FD

After instruments are scored, rank raw scores:

e.g.,
1 50

If you have under 30 subjects, use only 3 ranks, wirer 30 use 5, over 50
'use 7. If 35 subjcts, those subjects with the lowest 7 scores are
assigned the rank of 1, those with 8th - 15th scores rank 2, and so on.
With all 4 instruments each subject ends with a profile:

Rank
Sl: R.S. 1

S.W. 2

I.P. .4

F,D. 5

His profile is:

His style is:
Systematic Receptive

If the rank difference on orie dimension is two or more, you can be reasoRably
confident that the:individual has a style. Differences of 1 are treated
as 'maybe or neutral' (Over, fifty subjecgs, 'maybe', less Than fifty 'maybe
or neutral' is safer).

Asking subjects for feed-back is always advisable. Give them the profile,
explain it if they don't know the model and ask if it makes sense. If
possible, use the inventory as well as the test battery and compare the
two separate style estimates.
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Send tat'

Two-Year College Development Center
State University of New York at
Albany
135 Western'Avenue
Drpaer, Hall, Suite 049,
Albany, New.Yerk 12222

Code

Sex

Other-Please. Specify

Paper Folding

Scrambled Words

Identical pictures

Choosing a Path

Verbal Puzzles

Road Signs #

Road Sigma #/Category

Ridden Figures

Group Embedded
Figures Test
Maria College Invest.
Receptive
Maria College 'men.
Preceptive
Maria College Inven.
Systematic
Maria College Inven.
Iniuitive

Other-Please Specify.,

. .

Grade Point Average.:
.

SAT

ACT

Course in vhich
Student was tested :

Major Field

OtherPlease Specify

Other..., Please Spe-zify

Othev-Please Specify
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TWO...YEAR CDLLEGE DEVELOPMENENTER
State University of New York at Albany

FINAL REPORT OF THE WORKSHOP CASE

Dennis Nielsen
Dept. of Currictilum & Instruction

SECTIgWa

Hl: Community college faculty,who are matched with session presenters on
the Field Independent/Field Dependent dimension, rate the compatibility
of their learning style with the instructional method of that session
significantly higher than community college faculty who are mismatched.

H2: There is no significant compatibility of learning style difference
between community college faculty who are matched with their session
presenters on the 4stematic/Intuitive dimension.

R3: Systematic community college faculty's learning styles will be signifi-
cantly more compatible than Intuitive community college faculty's
learning styles for the instruction methods of Lecture (Large and Small
Group), Independent Work and Testing.

H4:
Intuitive community college faculty's learning styles will be signifi-
cantly more compatible than Systematic community college faculty's-
learning styles for the instructional methods of Discussion (Large and
Small Group), Individual Conference, Hands-on-activity, Social Time
and Question and Answer.

: Field independent community college faculty's learning styles will be
significantly more compatible than Field Dependent community college
faculty's learning styles for the instructional methods of Lecture .

(Large and Small Group), Independent Work and Testing.

116: Field Dependent community college faculty's learning styles will be
significantly more compatible than Field Independent community college
faculty's learning styles for the instruction methods of Discussion
(Large and Small Group), Individual.ConfereLce, Hands-on-activity,
Social Time and Question and Answer.

Questions

Ql: Which methods of instruction are most compatible with the learning
styles of Systematic, Intuitive, Field Independent and Field Dependent
community, college faculty?

Q2: Which methods of instruction are least compatible with the learning
styles of Systematic, Intuitive, Field Independent and Field Dependent
community college facaWy?
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SECTION II

Population

The population for this study ccnsisted of 31 community college faculty
participants in the Project Priority:Occupational Emphasis Workshop.
This workshop was conducted by the TOo-Year College Development Centerof SUNYA.

Procedures

At the opening session of the Project Priority:OccUpatienal Emphasis
Wbrkshop, each participant wali giventhe Reaction Survey Form (RSF).
This instrument was designed to measure the compatibility of eaCh in-
ttructienal method used by the workshop staff with each participant's
learning style.

For each identified workshop session, the participants were to select
the instructional method(s) (Lecture Large Group, Lecture Small Group,
Discussion Large GrouP; Discussion Small Group, Independent Work,
Individual Conferenee Testing, Rands-onractivitySocial Timeor-
Queetion and Ammer) that was Used by the project staffto meet the
objectives of the session. A definition of each method was included
in the: instructions. Each participant was then instructed to rate
each method as it related to their learning style.H The rating scale
consisted of a 5-point Likeit type Scale with 1 designated tp identify
the method as very compatible with h/her learning style, a 2 defining
the method as somewhat compatible with h/her learning style, a 3
identifying the method to be neither compatible nor opposed to h/her
learning style, a 4 identifying the method as less than compatible
with h/her learning style and aL5 defining the method as not compatible
with h/her learning style.

Each participant waslaven the Grout, Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) in
order to measure their degree of Field Independence and Pete Idelman's
McKenney Model Inventory (PII) to identify their Systematic and

'

Intuitive preferences.

Participants were gromedaccording to their scores on the GEFT. Those
with high scores (13-18) formed one group. Participants with scores
of 1-6 or 7-12 were placed in a second group. Each of two presenters
for the Testing session reported high Field Independent:scores,
therefore, the participant group with high scores on the GEFT were
matched on that cognitive style dimension and those with low scores
on the. GEFT (1-6) were mismatched. Those participants whose scores
on the GEFT ranged from 77-12 were dropned from the match/mismatch
groups.

A second matching was completed for the Campus Planning session.
Systematic participants (those with a PII score from 11-15 on the
Systematic scale) were placed with a Systematic presenter. Intuitive
participants (those with a PII score from 11-15 on the Intuitive scale)
were placed with an Intuitive presenter. Participants who were neither
Systematic nor Intuitive were identified as In-Betweens and placed in
a session with a Systematic and an Intuitive presenter. Thus the groups
were rozztched on the Systematic and Intuitive coghitive style dimension.
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SECTION III

Table I

The number of participants, (N) the numbe7, of responses on the RSF (n),
means on the RSF (2), standard deviations (ad) and t-test between means
of matched Field Independent and mismatch Field Dependent Community College
faculty

Matched Group
Field Independent

N n IE sd
18 63 1.92 1.11

*0.10, d.f.=.79

Mismatched Group
Field Dependent

lr sd
6 18 -2:28 .83 1.33*

It was found that community College faculty who were matched with session
Presenters on the Field Independent/Field Dependent dimension rated the
compatibility of their learning style with the instruction method employed
in the Test session significantly (0.10) higher than community college
faculty who were mismatched (see Table 1). Although there were 63 responcbas
for the matched group and only 18 responses for the mismatch group, it is
comparable since the matched group is 3 times larger than the mismatched
group. H1 was supported.

Table II

The nuMber of participants (N), the number of responses on the RSP (n),
means on the RSF (X), Standard deviations (sd) and t-test between limns
of the matched Systematic and Intuitive community college faculty.

Systematic Intuitive
N n I sd N n 1 sd
9 7 2.14 1.07 9 6 2.67 1.63 *'in .69 CRS)
NS: Not Significant

It was found that there was no significant compatibility of learning style
difference, tested at pA.10, between community college faculty who were
matched with their session presenters on the Systematic/Intuitive_dimension
(See Table 2). H2 was supported.
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Table 3

The number of participants (N),
means on the RSF (g). Standard
of the Systematic and Intuitive

109

the number of responses on the RSF (n),
deviations (sd) and t-test between means
participants by instructional method.

SYSTEMATIC
N= 9

INTUITIVE
Not 9

Instructional
method n I sd n Sd
Lecture Large 17 2.47 1.07 19 2.42 1.12 NS

Lecture Small "8 1.50 .53 18 2.00 .97

Discussion Large .5 3.00 1.22 8 1.63 .52 ***

Discussion Small 26 1.77 1.18 44 1.68 .93 NS

Independent Work 6 2.00 .63 8 2.13 .83 NS

Individual Conference 6 1.33 .52 7 1.43 .53 NS

Testing 11 2.30 1.16 28 1.82 1.12 NS

Hands -on-

activity
4 1.00 0.00 14 1.07 .27 NS

Social Time 20 1.90 1.07 21 1.86 .96 NS

Questions & 22 2.45 1.53 17 1.88 .93
Answers

*
***p:t.01

Although no mean of the ratings on instructional methods approached less than
compatible, there were significant differences for the methods Lecture Small,
Discussion Large and Question and Answer. Systematic participants were
significantly more compatible on their learning styles than Intuitive partici-
pm:ET:son the Lecture Small instructional method. In addition, Intuitive partic-
ipants were significantly more compatible on their learning"styles than
Systematic participants on both Discussion Small and Question and Answer in-
structional methods. These support portions of hypothesis 3 and 4. No
other ratings on learning styles were significantly different for Systematic
and Intuitive participants.
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Table 4

The number of participants (N), the number of responses on the RSF (n),
means on the RSF (50, Standard deviationd (sd) and t-test between means
of the,Field Independent an&Field Dependent participants by instructional
methods.
Field Independent
N 18. ,

Field Dependent
Nis 6

Instructional
Method N ii sd n i sd t

Lecture Large 35 2.66 1.21 13 2.77 .93 NS

-Lecture Small 27 1.93 1.04 3 1.67 1.15 NS

Discussion Large 13 2.62 1.12 5 2.00 .71 NS

Discussion Small 68 1.96 1.06 16 1.69 1.01 NS

Independent Work 18 1.39 .61 5 2.20 .45 ***

Individual Conference 11 1.55 .52 4 1.00 0.00 **

Testing 26 1.67 .94 8 2.00 .76 NS

Hands-on-Activity 23 1.13 .46 7 1.14 .38 NS

Social'Time 36 2.00 1.01 12 1.58' .67 *

Question & Answer 43 2.14 1.32 8 1.88 .83 NS

* 0.10
** 0.05
***0.01

Although no mean of the ratings on instructional methods'approached less
than compatible, there were eznificant differences for the methods
Independent work, Individual Conference and Social Time. Field Independent
participants were significantly more compatible on their learning styles
than Field Dependent participants on the instructional method Independent
Work. In addition Field Dependent participants were significantly more
compatible on the learning styles than Field Independents on both
Individual Conference and Social Time instructional methods. These support

portions of hypotheses 5 and 6. No other ratings on learning styles were
significantly different-for Field Independent and Field Dependent partici-
pants.
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Table 4

Hands-on-Activity, Individual Conference and Lecture Small seem to be
the methods of instruction, Systematic participants rated as most
compatible with their learning styles. While Testing, Large Lectures
and Question and Answer were rated lease compatible (see Table 3)

Intuitive participants rated Hands-on-Activity, and Individual Conferences
as,the instructional methods_which were most compatible with their
learning styles. Intuitive participants rated Lecture Large as least
compatible. (See Table 3),

Field Independent participants rated Indepent work and Hands-om-Activity
as most compatible with their learning'styles. Field Dependents partici-
pants agreed on Hands-on-Activity but also included Individual Conferences
as the most compatible instructional methods and their learning ttyles
(See Table 4).

Large Lectures and Discussion Were rated as least compatible with Field
Independent participantg learning styles. Field Dependent partiCipants
rated Lecture Large as the least compctible (Sde Table 4).

SECTION IV

Conclusions

1. It was found that community college faculty who were matched with
Session presenters on the Field Mndependent/Field Dependent
dimension rate the compatibilLty of their learning style with the
instructional method of that session significantly higher than
community college faculty who were mismatched.

2. It was found that there was no significant compatibility of learning
style difference between college community faculty who werematched:
with their session presenters on the Syatematic/Intuitive dimension.

3. It was found that SysteMatic Community College faculty's learning
styles were significantly more compatible than Intuitive community
college faCUlty's learning styles for the instructiOnal methodAtvf
Lecture Small.

Intuitive Community College faculty's learning'styles were signif---
icantly more compatible than Systematic Community College faculty's
learning styles for the instructional methods of Discussion'Large
and Question and Answer.
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Conclusions (cont'd)
*

5. There was no significant difference between Systematic and Intuitive
community college faculty On their learning style compatibility with
the instructional methods of Lecture Large, Discussion Small,
Independent Work, Individual Conference, Testing, Hands-on-Activty
and Social Time.

6. It wrns found that Field Independent Community College faculty's
learning styles Wre significantly more compatible than Field
Dependent Community College faculty's learning styles for the
instructional method of Independent Work.

7. It was found that Field Dependent Community College faculty's learning
styles were significantly more compatible than Field Independent
Community Collegn faculty's learning styles for the instructional
methods of Individual Conference and Social Time.

8. It was found that there vas no significant difference between
Field Independent and Field Dependent community college faculty on
their learning style compatibility with the instructional methods
of Lecture Large, Lecture Small, Discussion Large, Discussion Small,
Testing, Handi-on-Activity and Question and Answer.

9. It was found that Hands-on-Activity was the instructional method most
preferred by Systematic, Intuitive and Field Independent Community
College faculty.

10. It was found that Individual Conference was the instructional method
most preferred by Field Dependent Community College faculty.

11. It was found that Lecture Large was the least preferred instructional
method by Systematic, Intuitive, Field Independent and Field. Dependent
Community College faculty.

SECTION V

Suggestions for Future_prolects

1. Is there a significant difference between preferred instructional
methods of other cognitive style dimensions?

2. Is there a significant difference between preferred instructional
mhods of Community College students?

3. Does the presenter significantly influence instructional method
preferences of differing Cognitive Styles?

4. Do Field Dependent students prefer instructional methods which provide
an opportunity for discussion significantly more than Field Independent
students?

5. Do Community College faculty use the methods for their own instructional
practices as those they prefer? Does dognitive style effect this
hypothesis?
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PP:CE

Campus Projects

Implicalons*

- Suggest working with students who are on the extreme ends of
the style continuium.

- Suggest focusing attentioa on students who are experiencing
academic difficulties.

- It is extremely important that we know which teaching strategies
and materials are appropriate for which styles.-

- Since we often work with a transient student population, it is
equally as important to focus on .the value of Proviang cogniave
tyle information to students. .This is true eVen if vie dan't
document improved performance.

- Better methods are needed to assess the value of cogntive style
-information for students.

- Stress should be plaed on providing educational options for
a variety of style differences.

-,It may be important to team taculty(ortobuild faculties) with
different styleS.

- It is important to remember that cognitive style is only one
dimension of individual differences.

* Summarized by Kay Martens
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Ohapter VIII

SUVIMART AND SUGGESTIONS Rnt FUMER 140PX

This chapter contains a condensed version of a paper prepared for

Summary Activity participants by Karen Nelson.* In this volumne it provides

summarization of the reports and excellent suggestions for further work.

*The Editor apologizes to the author for the necessity to condense Copies

of the complete report are available through the Center.
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Cognitive Style Implementation:

Project Priority, 1975-1976

Karen H. Nelson
University of -California

in Irvine

The comments which follow address six questions asked by

participants in Project Priority. In lieu of responding to specific

attempts to implement cognitive style notions in college settings, I've

chosen to provide general comments which may facilitate further

implementation. As used below, cognitive style refers to McKenney's

information-processing model of cognitive style (systematic-intuitive

and receptive-preceptive dimensions), Witkin's model of field

dependence-independence, and Kagan's model of reflection-impulsivity.

Is Cognitive Style a Determinant in the Type of Materials

Students Select in a Learning Laboratory?

The greatest difficulty entailed in investigating this question

is ensuring that students see options as viable choices. Most students

believe in a perfect type of learning.as firmly as they believe in ,

"right" answers and perfect teaching. Little or nothing in their

experience suggests that there are alternative learning paths which

lead to the same goal, at least not legitimate alternatives. Thus,

one can expect students to be skeptical of any setting in which they

are asked to make choices.

The field dependent, intuitive, or impulsive student is additionally

disadvantaged. Since cognitive style is a pervasive, often unconscious

individual difference in information-processing, how can any student

know how to select effective learning methods? The three styles

noted above are theoretically value-free but empirically devalued in
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many educational contexts: the student with of these styles

may not have available model of effective learnin while her/hisg

counterpart in style does. If twenty-five , of research has

not provided an operational definition of ie d ePendent learning

,processes, how can we expect students to
readily' provide one? One

can hypothesize that field dependents and i:gés learn betterirituitotfrom people (either the instructor or grups) bu do they knoW
,

that or take advantage of opportunities to do it? Ron Hileman and

Morgan Desmond's studies provide tentative support for these hypotheses

Ron Hileman's data, for example, relates fi,eld dePendence and inde-

pendence to preferences for learning through people (instructor or

student tutors) or other sources (text, Programmed text or film strip).

Ron Hileman's study also suggests t4st field dependents are

less sure of how to make and use choices. A curs ry comparison of

what students said they preferred with what they did in using alter-

natives indicated that 70% of the field inde?endents did what they

said they would while, at best, 577 of the

d

dependents did.

Morgan Desmond's analysis contains add:iteilonel information.

First, field dependent and intuitive styles are different. Morgan

Desmond confirmed an hypothesis for systematio_intuitive differences,

but obtained only slight differences betweerl field dePendents and

independents. Second, learning style int eracts with strength of style.

While systematics use the text more often than other options, consul-

tations less, highly systematic students do since examination of

scores on a single instrument for the Mcgeriney model confounds style

with test-taking speed and other correlates of oabilities," students

doing wer. on the systematic task may be able to learn with fewer
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readings of the text or may learn more readily in any context.

Distinctiveness of style, even when controlled for 'abilities:'

relates to earlier and more confident decision-making concerning

major and vocation; these decision-making differences may extend

to learning alternatives as well. Thus, strength of style or

interaction between style and ability may relate to different uses

of learning alternatives.

-

The question of learning options also concerns additional data

that should be collected beyond style data and choices made. Recommen-
,

dations include:

a) attempt to make clear the purpose of learning options in the

first place; don't assume their purposes are self-evident.

b) ask students to evaluate options before during, and after

they explore them; examine style relative to these evaluations

for individuals.

c) if an established learning laboratory or method of providing

alternatives is not being used, students may do poorly using

methods they expect will fail or may not investigate

unconventional alternatives at all. Such attitudes may affect

performance and analysis of alternatives.

Does a Program for Students in Cognitive Style Information Improve

Learning Performance?

This question includes discussion of three issudi: testing

conditions, style anlysis and performance measures. While thesea

issues relate to other implementation questions, they are especially

critical to this question. Earlier, I suggested that learning choices
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imply that students must assume responsibility for effective learning.

Administration of cognitive style instruments must take place under

circumstances in which assuming responsibility for learning offers

potential, and hopefully real, rewards.

When payoffs are clarified, both students and teachers benefit.

Teachers benefit most when students become actively involved in the

learning process. Active involvement can be fostered in several

ways:

1. Assessment of course-related expectations, preferences

and biases can help instructors identify individual differences

in students that may not relate to specific style models, yet

can assist in developing teaching strategies, 'learning options,

and goal-setting.

2. Assessment can be related to prediction (how easy or hard,

how much you'll like or dislike a task) after reading in-

structions and doing sample items, and evaluation of the same

scales after performing the task. If nothing else, the

student and the-teacher obtain information about ability to

accurately predict performance.

3. By promising students feedback about their own styles and

the opportunity to give the instructor feedback (in the form

of several course evaluations, for example), a feedback loop

is established. What the student thinks (as well as how he

thinks) is valid and valuable; it can, in turn, improve his

chances of learning more, performing better.

In addition to providing the student the opportunity to be

actively invalved in learning, in each of these cases the instructor

obtains information that may be helpful to him or her, even if a



particular cognitive style does not influence students' performance

in a course. Again, both student and teacher benefit from the

assessment procedure itself.

Style analysis involves two critical notions, style/strategy

distinctions and neutral styles. The distinction between style

and strategy is especially important given earlier comments Mxxim

students' perceptions of viable choices and the absence of models

for students with field dependent, intuitive, impulsive, and,

perhaps, perceptive styles. While styles are unconscious habits,

strategies are learned techniques. For example, an individual with

a systematic style is naturally inclined to make lists, outlines, etc.

An intuitive individual may have learned to make lists after spending

$80 at the supermarket without getting milk, bread, eggs, etc. Both

will report using shopping lists, one according to style, the other

according to strategy.

In addition to distinguishing style from strategy, this example

illustrates a further problem in style assessment. An inventory or

questionnaire may elicit

style has posed problems

independent, systematic,

strategy, especially among individuals whose

and failures in

reflective, and

the past. In general, field

receptive styles are favored

in public schools (college may favor the perceptive mode as a means

of coping with overload). Students with the alternate styles may

report "desirable' strategies or they may never have been offered

strategies appropriate for their styles.

One way of dealing with style/strategy differences is to ask

students about them. Peter Idleman has developed an inventory for

licKenneY's model; Joe Taylor uses a shorter, more._course-related

Jriventory, As in prediction and evaluation of tasks during style,
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assessment, here again one slows down the assessment process without

changing the instrument. One option is to ask students to complete

an inventory twice, once reporting 'desired' behavior (how I would

like to be), once reporting 'actual' behavior (how I behave most of

the time). Another option is to prepare an answer sheet with 5-point

scales. After students have made forced - choices, ask them to scale

each response as follows:

Never Always

1 concentrate on my method 1 2 3 4 5

I concentrate on the overall problem 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

Instruct students that'when a choice is difficult or there is little

discrepancy in ratings, they should explain when they do each, which

one has led to failure or problems more often, which they remember

learning or being taught, etc. While assessment takes more time, the

likelihood of separating style from ctrategy is greater.

The style/strateiff distinction applies to many situations other

than analysis of inventory data. The student who brings systematic

strategies to discussion groups may decide he learns better by reading

the text =another example of ways in which students reduce learning

Options. Teaching strategies, counseling students about the implications

of style, modifying style or developing coping strategies . all depend

on a better understanding of strategies.

Neutral style is a second major problem area in style amaysis.
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By definition, an individual is neutral in style if his assessment

places him at neither end of a style dimension (usually defined by

+ 1 standard deviation from the mean). Historically, neutral style

has not been investigated in favor of better understanding the

extremes of each dimension. More recently, research on the McKenney

model has examined the correlates of not having a distinctive style.

This discussion focuses on the McKenney model but hopefully offers

generally useful notions.

Since the McKenney model is two-dimensional, one s information-

processing style is described as a four-sided cognitive operating

"gpace. In addition to distinctive styles on both dimensions, style

can take the following forms:

a) preceptive or receptive style, neutral on the strategy

dimension;

b) systematic or intuitive style, neutral on the data dimension;

c) data dominance . when both preceptive and receptive ranks

exceed both intuitive and systematic ranks;

fd) strategy dominance - when both systematic and intuitive ranks

exceed both receptive and preceptive ranks;

neutral style - when all four modes are within one rank of

each other (depicted as a centered, square operating space).

Conceptually, neutrality can be seen as a disadvantage (in not

having a distinctive style) or as "switching," being able to allow

the task to determine which mode is used. The ability to 'switch"

obviously has merit and we are often asked if the neutral or 'balanced"

style isn't the most desirable. While the answer to that question is

not yet clear, the following are correlates of neutral style:
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1) The size of the operating space of neutrals is smaller, cm

the average, than that of distinctive styles, suggesting a.

tradeoff in which depth is sacrificed for flexibility;

2) significantly more freshmen than seniors have neutral styles;

3) distinctive styles relate to earlier and more confident choices

in major and vocation;

4) seniors with neutral styles are uncertain about career choices,

but have less often changed their choices since freshman year.

5) after completing a written task, students with neutral style

more often feel the task failed to assess their skills.

These findings pertain to those individuals whose style is neutral

on both dimensions.

Often, as many as 40% of students tested have neutral styles.

Since distinctive style relates to both age and career choice, we

don't know how the interactions operate: Do we become more rigid with

age or will older students who've not channeled their energies compare

with undecided freshmen? Careful analyses of further correlates of

neutral style are needed for all style dimensions. In our data,

systematic and intuitive students sometimes resemble one another, while

neutral students differ. Examining neutral style in its own right is

an important component of style analyses.

Performanne is a desirable outcome measure in cognitive style

implementation. There are, however, several aspects of performance

that can be examined. E'irst, any performance must be motivated.

Second, assessing style and telling students about style may motivate

them to think about performance. Third, performance must be measurable.

Careful examination of performance definitions is another means of

benefiting both student and teacher in cognitive style implementation.
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Is there,an Inverse Relationship Between Mismatching of Cognitive

Style and Performance in Occupationai Curricula?

Here, I wish to focus on three issues, two providing data

relating the McKenney model to vocationsa choices and personality

characteristics, the third a concern. I'll begin 'with my concern.

Much is known about vocational correlates of field independence

and dependence, less about McKenney's dimensions and Kagan's reflective-

ness-impulsiveness. My concern is that correlates not be seen as

edicts - there are field dependent biologists, intuitive engineers,

and impulsive mathematicians. In fact, much originality is contributed

by unconventional members of any vocation.

Vocational data is available for four-year college students, but

little for two-year students. For the McKenney model, some general

(and previously unpublished) data may be helpful. Natural sciences

attract systematic and receptive students; Humanities, intuitive and

preceptive students; Social Sciences include a greater mix of styles,

more students with neutral styles and more data dominant styles.

Natural science majors more often have strategy-dominant styles.

Seniors in Natural Science and Humanities are more homogeneous than

freshmen Onore nat. sci. majors are systematic, receptive, more

hum, majors are non-intuitive perceptive. These data provide some

suggestions about majors; data on vocational choices are available

on request.

In examing teacher/student interactions, a wide range of styles

and other criteria may be important. A few personality correlates of

styles in the McKenney model may be relevant to teacher selection and

evaluation. Since data has not been available when I've been asked
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about personality correlates before, 'm presenting what little

we have found.

The Briggs-Myers Type Indicator includes four personality

dimensions:

introversion-extraversion

sensing-intuition

thinking-feeling

perceiving-judging

Peter Keen found that only the thinking-feeling dimension

relates significantly to cognitive style. Systematics tend to be

thinking types, intuitives tend to be_feeling types. More intuitive

have feeling intuition type than feeling sensing tYPe; more systematics

have thinking intuition type. Intuitive style is not significantly

related to intuitive type. There is a slight rmdency for intuitives

to be extraverts and to be feeling perceiving types, but systematics

do not have the-opposite trends in introversion and judging.

In the Value Added Project, I compared style with factors which

emerged in analyses of two °riot:ion-wires. Preceptive style relates

to high factor scores on Achievement Motivation; receptive and

systematic styles each relate to Tolerance and Flexibility; and

intuitive stYles relate to the Confused, Unsettled, Indecision factor.

These personality correlates, like those with major and vocational

choices, are simply tendencies for two characteristics to

together". We have no idea whatUnderlying Casual .factors contribute

them, althoughthey make sense Personality undoubtedly, affects

st7,dent/teaCher interaction and personality cOrreiatesof atyle May

'add tostudent responses when style mismatches oCcur.
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Is There a Relationship Between Students' Cognitive Styles and Their

Performance on Written Assignments?

Since cognitive style is a pervasive individuql difference, it ought to be

measurable in different tagk situations. Vitten assignments take a wide range

of forms, provide a longer time sample in width to examine style, and are subject

to ambiguous (or at least highly variable) grading criteria. Style should affect

not only communication in written assignments, but also the kind of writing

students prefer. Inthe absence of extensive research an written assignments, I

am again using recent researdh an the Mammy nxxlel to illustrate issues in such

analyses. Discussions address written assignments whidh can relate to style

differences, coding and analyses of written assignments, and obtained relationships

between style and written assignments.

Herb 7AgarowandDave Kingsley are currently campleting studies of written

assignments of community college students*. Herb Zagaraw agked students in one

condition to write "off the top of your head;" the second condition required

outlining, then writing. One problem he encountered was controlling what students

do when given these assignments (e.g. intuitives ullo write the essay first, then

outline it). In an effort to obtain more informatian about writing, I revised

a Logic and Rhetoric of Exposition Test in which one nust:

a) choose one of five essays to write,

b) explainwtty that essay was chosen, and

c) explain whether it succeeded or failed to top one's skills, and utry?

These data alone have correlates to style as neasured by standard instruments.

*The two reports presented in this volumne uere not available at the Summary Activity.
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Cognitive Style Codes for Logic md Rhetoric

Systematic -lc

u. clear method or plan

defines constraints of the problem

13 considers alternative thoroughly

4 step-by-step analysis

Intuitive:

15 considers and discards alternatives quickly

16 oriented to overall problem

17 redefines problem in process

18 defends solution in terms of problem

19 jumps from one step to another and back

20 relies on hunches, unverbalized cues

Receptive:

21 suspends judgment, avoids preconceptions

22 attentive to detail and exact attributes of data

23 insists on complete examination of the data set before making conclusions

Preceptive:

25

looks for cues in the data set

focus is on relationships

a) jumping through data set, building a set of explanatory precepts

*Joe Taylor' s work adds two more operational definitions of the systematic node

:(Which leads 6 codes for eadh strategy style):

,eason

lies a good plan ieads to a good solution

Relies on clear information or



Can Prediction of Cognitive Style_be Useful in Cognitive Style

Implementation?

This question relates to work by Joe Taylor, who attempted to

Predict his students' cognitive styles, then assessed their styles.

However, I'm also taking advantage of the opportunity to speak to

other uses of prediction. Three such functions are:

1) to see if you can accurately estimate your own style,

2) to see if you can accurately assess others' styles,

3) to work toward clearer differentiation.of style from strdtegy.

Joe Taylor supplemented his own predictions with an interactive

-plan for strategy development during the course. He shared his own

style, style concepts and students' style data with them, then

solicited their help in developing strategies to help them, the_mselves,

and each other. The entire class was involved in the teaching/learning

process throughout the quarter..

Anecdotal information from yourself and others such as is

provided in the Joe Taylor report is especially helpful in obtaining

confidence in style differences and their implications. If the

style/strategy distinction is likely to affect you or your, students,

consider the following as ways of developing your anecdotes:

Do you do things for students that you wouldn't need done

for yourself but feel some students need? What are examples?

Looking back over your professional career, think about

instance when you were highly successfuly, your performance,

represened you real tompetence in a satiSfyingwayT. What

tilade it live up to your expectations pf yourself?

lectual skills are you proud of?,



On the other hand, what event represents incredible frustration,

you had something to say, but the message just couldn't get

through? When do people seem dense to your pearls of wisdom,

yet seem unimpressive or obstructive to you?

These questions relate to prediction in that their answers help

you operationalize information-processing differences that should,

in turn, help you predict your own and others' styles. They help

sort your natural style from your more superficial, acquired strategies

Is Cognitive Style Related to Career Decision- Making?

Career correlates of style have often been investigated.

Table 4 presents such correlates of the McKenney model; similar data

on field dependence-independence is available in many of Witkin's

articles. However, my focus in this discussion is the decision-making

process. In their recent report, Wilson, Rosica, and Richardson con-

clude with three questions which merit further investigation .

question concerns style-related differences in methods

exploring careers. In implementing cognitive style in career

selection., one component should be student evaluations of-alternative- _

,meanS ofexploring careers. This servestwo functions

:proVideS alternatives for individuals at different stages inthe_

simplicity-complexity sequence. Second,

to better understand style as it is manifested

Hmaking. One asks not

individuals with different

how careers are chosen.



Table 4.. cbgnitive Style and Career Decisian-Making

Strong Vocational Interest Blank °Keen, 1973)

Systematic:

Production

Army Offiter

Personnel Director

Public Administrator

PurChasing Agent

Sales Manager

Value Added Project Questionnaire*

Mbre often
$ystematic:

Teaching (Slight-
trend)

Business

Politics

Researdh

Clergy

Architecture

Psychology

Mbre often
lerCXVII.1/11:

Arts
Architecture

Intuitive:

Librarian

Psychologist

Nbsic Performer

Social Science Teacher

CPA Owner

Life Insurance Salesman

Advertising

Author/Journalist

illjarg:

Medicine (slight)

Neutral or

111glacgd:

Applied Science

Paraprofessional



While career decision-making may be facilitated 1:Treading about careers,

by values clarification, by test results, and by a variety of other means, a

second major question concerns role models. This question is especially important

for field dependent, intuitive, impulsive and neutral styles. For individuals

with each of these styles, role models provide the legitimAry critical tomaintain7

ing value freedom. Again a dual purpose is served: real people illustrate alter-

native careers while interpersonal contact is provided for individuals whose

styles may favor learning through people.

While many kinds of cognitive style implementation can secure useful

information, the greatest long-range efficiency dames Enun students learning

about their styles, then having the opportunities to explore the consequences of

style. In these cases, evaluationmust be designed to monitor the total experience -

the content and the process - including the difficulties and discouragements that

may be involved. While promising success, happiness,and ready solutions might lead

more people to invest in cognitive style,-one purpose of cognitive style implemen-

tation is to be more honest with students and to allow them to be better informed

about themselves and the learning and working environments in which they live.

The more information we can acquire about the consequences of style information for

learning, problem solving,and decision-making settings, the more quickly-we can

help students acquire more control over their experiences.

The six questions addressed in these comments remain unanswered. Cognitive

style implementation has entered a reurphase in addressing the needs of students,

teachers, and counselors. Theory is being directly applied to practical problems,

rather than being closeted in researdh laboratories.While sudh direct implemen-

tation is frustrating in that the inadequacies of theory are made visible, it also

allows practitioners to make demands that theory meet their needs. The purpose

of this paper has been to identify some of the issues involved in implementation
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and to congratulate those who have taken taajor steps forward in cognitive style

implauentation. Hopefully, next year I can address further questions and review

a few more answers.
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